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HETUrifiS PRESENTED

m.

PnifiCE

President Taft Much Pleased Society and Officialdom Out in
Full Force at BriHiant
With Constitution Drafted
Affair.
by Convention.

Governor Receives Encouraging Storm is the Heaviest Within
Reports About Constitution
Memory of Men in State of
Nevada.
Adoption.

As 'ho New Mexican had
"The way Is prewired for tin- ail
Satire for the Amcrii an
Hoy
mission of New Mexico during the11'
'
4.
s, at, ;!k; National Guard armory
next. 50 days," said Territorial Secre
J
.:-- .V-;proved the moL i njoy-ai.- "3"""
.
tary Nathan Jaffa who returned to- a St.
.k.
,a,v
mo;--;ible
brilliant society event
a
in
3
from
vacation
"
day
visit
'J
days'
l
York. o! a busy si as ui.
Washington, 1). C, and New
National Guard Armory at Santa Fe Where Fcj Presentation Took Place.
"Tlii'i-More than
is no doubt that tli powers
people were in at
at tiie National Capital expert favortendance, the acinic rendered by Morable tidinss from New Mexico on rison's orcUs'ra vs.s first class, the
.Ian. Jl and would be greatly di.su
iloor was as smoi.th its a mirror and
! GREAT
AMERICA
KILLED
pointed if the; constitution were not 'the dance united con ii ;t social
TRAIN
The jk::tr
one of
approved. From a conversation I had incuts.
ad ten program
v.ith President Taft
a' the White beauty and charai
Louse on Saturday, I am certain that of dances proved to e ai'li balanced
IN INDIA
he approves the New Mexico consti-- and well selected,
The refreshments ; erveij in the
union, and not only that, but that he
is mightily
i!eased with it. He has sembly room of the
public
Between Religious Fatal Disaster on the New (Must Have Been Prototype a remarkable memory for New Mexi-- library were a feast. They were well
Clash
It was midof Some of Ki3 New Mex- - co facts and incidents and spoke prepared and delicious.
York Central Near Bata- Annual Feast
Fanatics
pleasantly of the territory and its night when they were served, cover
ico Brethern
via in Empire State
in Bombay
people. Kvery one in the East seems ing the intermission between the two
to regard statehood as tin assured purls of the program.
The presence of the Boy Scouts in
fact in which the approval of the conEN stitution next week, is the only link uniform, added a military touch
to
TROOPS WERE CALLED OUT FOURTEEN SERIOUSLY INJURED LIKE
necessary to complete t)ie structure." the affair and whenever they drilled
condi- or made their appearance in a body,
Mr. Jaffa says that financial
Had to Shoot Several Times Into j Passengers in Sleeping Car Badly Prncipal Witness in the Famous tions in the East are good, that pros- they were applauded.
Jack
in command, at. .1 the boys
was
Case
Will
Dies
Druce
in
and
Garret
The
oiYet
Not
and
plays
perity
prevails.
Howling rVJoii Before It
Mangled
Their
eras in New York this season
are) mude a striking appearance.
Identified.
Asylum.
Dispersed
bearing and R 'iitiemanly
especially meritorious and attractive. soldierly
Mr. Jaffa came home
via Roswell Ixhavior elicited enthusiastic praise,
New York, Jan. 13. Robert CaldBombay, Jan. 13. Eighteen persons
Batavia, N. Y., Jan. 13. In a colwhere he left Sirs. Jaffa visiting rel- of which was due to Rev. J. Grat-titr
were killed and twenty-fouothers lision between two passenger trains well, "the great American affidavit atives, as he will return to Roswell
the Boy
Mythen, who heads
wounded during yesterday's rioting. on the New York Central at. Batavia maker , who figured as the principal next week to vote for t lie coustini-j!cout movement in New Mexico.
As usual the ocasion of the Muharram today, at least six persons were killed
The patronesses formed a receivwitness in the famous Druce will casej tion and will then return with Mrs
festival brought about a clash be- andt eighteen seriously injured. One
son Benartliur.
Their ing line in a nook of the hall which
Jaffa and
an
more
illness
died
of
here
after
tween the Sunnites and Shiahs and train was standing on the siding
daughters Julia and Elanor who ac- had been carpeted with Indian rugs.
troops were called out to restore or- - j when the western express, a little than two years. He died in the city
Mrs.
Mrs. Mills,
him to New York have re- In line were:
der. They were compelled to fire sev- late, crashed into the rear end, tel- asylum for the insane suffering from companied
turned to school at Washington, D. C. Prince, Mrs. I'alen, Mrs. Walter, Mrs.
disan
mental
and
undefined
physical
eral volleys into the mobs.
and
the rear Pullman
escoping
lease which many months ago left him Mr. Jaffa confirms the news that Cart wright. Mrs. Arthur beligman,
Mrs.
smashing the day coach into a mass a
ma- Mrs. Laugblin, Mrs. Ilarroun,
complete wreck without hope of Chaves county will give a rousing
BODY OF MURDERED CHILD
the
of debris. With one exception
Thomas and Mrs. diaries I. Bishop.
The Druce case involved jority for the constitution.
recovery.
HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED. bodies of the passengers in
the the
In charge of the refreshment table,
property and title of Lord HowJudge Cooley on the Constitution.
wreckage of the sleeping care were ard ue Walden inherited from
with it superb' boquet of
decorated
his
"If we have to make another apSon of George Melber mutilated as to make identification father, the fifth Duke of Portland.
Mrs. 1. Sparks, Mrs. Chas.
were
peal to Congress we shall meet with ruses,
difficult.
of Schenetady 1$ Kidnaped and
According to alienists who have been the response that we did not see tit A. Haynes, Mrs. T. Z. Winter, Mrs.
Then Poisoned.
Engineer Disobeyed Signals.
studying Caldwell's case, he was af- to take our chance when we had it, 1!. S. Kaune, Mrs. E. F. Wittman,
official state- fected with a "twist" of the brain and that
Batavia, Jan.
nothing further will he done Mrs. A. P. iiogle and Mrs. Henry
Woodruff.
Jan. 13 Relatives ment fixes the responsibility for the which made him a veritably second for us.
Schenectady,
believe that the child found dead in a collision on Engineer J. B. Llndell, of Baron Munchausen,
"A constitution is a poor place for
Flag Presentation.
differing
only
A pleasing and striking incident
in experiments,
swamp near Albany yesterday appar- the rear train, who it is asserted, dis- from the celebrated character
i'.in of a
affair was the ;n
that he believed that all the Actions;
ently, killed by acid forced down his obeyed signals.
th ruiistmuitin wu'Ud
..;,.,.,
in his brain were strange and lm- - be profound misfortune.
magnificent Auiei'icri nag tii ufe an?'
throat, was five year old Gorge MelNew Mexicans Injured in Wreck,
Mrs. L. Bradford Prince.
ber of this city. Relatives identified
"The important thing is to make Scouts by
Batavia, Jan. 13. Among injured Possible though they were realisti
faced
the receiving line and
The
boys
him from a picture.
so
it
for
the majority
overwhelming
are Mrs. Catherine Higgins and son
while Mrs. Prince in
stood
attention,
as to leave no doubt how New MexiThomas Higgins of Richland, Chaves
an address which was superbly deof
on
co
statehood."
feels
the
Mexico.
New
subject
Their
injuries EDDY COUNTY
county,
to their patriotism
Thus writes Judge A. W. Cooley in livered, appealed
are not serious.
NEVER
IT
told them of little known inciand
the
a lengthy letter favoring
approvdents that attended the designing and
al of the constitution.
TEXAS BOUNDARY RESOLUTION
making of the first Stars and Stripes.
FOR
PLACED ON HOUSE CALENDAR.
Morton Seligman, of the Boy Scouts,
REACH T
FUN iRAL SERVICES OVER
responded with clear voice and
LATE SENATOR HUGHES.
d with evident feeling the gratMuch Advertised Democratic Confer1
At Big Meeting at Carlsbad
itude of the Boy Scouts for the Mag
ence at Baltimore May Adjourn
DenLies in State at Capitol at
Prince Poipert, B. C, Jan. 13. Six It Retires Captain Robert Peary With President Taft and Not Inand for the support that the com
Immediately.
But Few Refused to Vote Body ver Steady Stream of
men
railroad laborers were killed and one
Rank of Rear Admiral
munity has given tne uoys.
Mexican.
to
New
the
Special
Passes.
surgent Senators Have
borne
for
Constitution
People
with
the
proudly
flag
fatally injured by the premature exlarge
as Reward,'
13.
chair
The
Jan.
Washington,
Final Say So
aloft by him, the boys with the steady
plosion of a blast on the Grand Trunk
man of the House judiciary commit-- '
Pacific railroad near this city
Denver, Jan. 13 From eleven un- and n gular tread of veterans march
tee reported favorably without amendWashington, Jan. 13.- r- The Bates
BY DEMOCRATS til one today the body of the late ed to their quarters amidst handclap-ping- ,
ment, the Senate joint resolution that ADDRESSES
bill providing for the elevation of
GLOOD
;;nd deposited the precious em
Hurled Into the Harbor.
STATEHOOD
ARIZONA
Senator Hughes lay in state in the
with
the
President
Texas
the
Robert E. Peary to the rank
adjust
which will form the i,ffs'ccbi1"
A
blem
house.
Prince Rupert, Jan. 13. The force Captain
Mexico-Texastate
s
of
rotunda
the
steady
was
New
boundary. It
of rear admiral in recognition of his
of their equipment. There
of the explosion was such that four attainment of the North
was replaced on the calendar of the commit- Water Turned Into Irrigation stream of people went by the open ished part
Pole,
men were hurled into the harbor with
a was also great applause for Mrs.
to
Fellow
hours
tak?
those
and
of
on
LaFolette
whole
House
of
casket
the
the
tee
the
Demago
during
House
to
the
today
ported favorably
Project Canals for Short
the debris.
state of the Union.
last look at the features of the dead Prince's oration, especially the masby the committee on naval affairs.
gues Endorse Initiative and
Time.
When the Democratic caucus meets'
statesman. At. one o'clock, Governor terly and eloquent peroration. She
Recall.
WILL TRY TO FORCE
in Baltimore, Representative Richard- - j
Siiafroth. Lieutenant Governor Fitz- spoke as follows:
ANOTHER DEMOCRAT FOR
It gives me great pleasure
Boys!
son of Alabama, will move immediate,
JEFFRIES BACK INTO RING.
Carlsbad, N. M., Jan. 13. The con- gerald, Speaker of the House George
A HIGH POSITION.
Globe, Jan. 13. The president of adjournment. This has the support stitution was discussed at a meeting McLachlan, four members of the sen- to greet you, tonight.
When Mr. My then first suggested
Tex Ricard Contemplating a Return Judson C. Clements of Georgia Elect- the constitutional convention today of many Democratic representatives
of the Farmers' Club of Otis
last ate and ten members of the House
oT
the organization of a company
made public a telegram received last
Engagement Between White and
ed Chairman of Interstate
night. C. R. Brice one of the dele- f.nd state supreme court escorted the
Scouts, here in Santa Fe, he askBlack Champions.
night from Washington signed by Sen GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY
Commission.
Commerce
gates from Eddy county to the con- casket from the state house to the Boy
ed me if I would present a flag, and
Cum
FOR PENSION LAWYERS. vention made the principal address.
home on Grant avenue,
Washington, Jan. 13. Judson C. ators LaFollette, Bristow, Clapp,
Hughes
that
and
Dixon
conreplied that I would esteem it a
Brown,
saying
the
of
Chrondiscussed
13.
defects
He
mins,
the
The
San Francisco, Jan.
Clements of Georgia, was today electwhere funeral services were held at
as well as a pleasure to do
a
Bourne
in
privilege
would
conSenator
in
join
Fire
icle today says: "Tex Rickard is
ed ,by the Interstate Conrrderce Com- they
Washington That Destroyed stitution and also its good points. He two o'clock.
These services were so.
of the
to
obtain
be- mission to succeed
the
in
that
this
clear
Records
it
of
approval
return
trade
Thousands
a
struggle
A.
constitution,
engagement
Martin
fam
templating
Judge
and attended only by the
I congratulate you on what was then
if adopted, would improve many of private
Cases.
tween Jack Johnson and Jim Jeffries. Knapp of New York as chairman. Mr. Arizona constitution. The telegram
ily and its immediate friends. After
a hope and is now a realization,
of
John13.
reads:
of
conditions
Thousands
the
of
the
the
Jan.
Washington,
unsatisfactory
promise
He already has
Clements is the senior member of the
the services the body will be convey- only
and that already you have such a
son to sign for a bout and he is commission and a Democrat.
'The undersigned wish to assure records and documents in many pen- territorial government and strongly ed to Fairmount cemetery.
creditable organization of which we
you that the features of the Arizona sion cases were destroyed this morn- urged that every one vote In favor
gradually working to a point where
are all proud.
in
C.
a
McLenathe
in
of
H.
fire
the
constitution.
that
initia
the
ing
he expects to secure the consent of
originated
constitution!, particularlyAmong the first lessons taught to
Jeffries. Rickard is not prepared at
tive, the referendum, and the recall office of the U. S. pension agency in
the Scouts is that of patriotism, and,
the pension bureau building.
on Page Five.)
(Continued
the present time to make any an- BACCHANALIAN
will receive our hearty support."
as you all know, the flag of our counnouncement of his plans but it is untry is the emblem of that sentiment.
derstood that he has the scheme well
It represents to us the great nation
in hand."
II.
to which we belong, which claims our
loyalty and is the object of our love.
ELECTION OF SENATORS
We are told in the poetic words
BY THE PEOPLE.
which every one of you no doubt have
That Is What One Legislator
Before Grave Closes Ove r read
in recitation, that "in that anTest. Vote in Upper House at WashCalls Texas Inaugural
DemoStatesman
cient day to be a Roman was greater
Is
to
Declared
Be
of
ington
than to be a king." But in our day
Austin
Ball
crats Fight
Greatest Significance.
to be an American is the highest glory
does
21,
that anj human being can possess:
Washington, Jan. 13. By a vote of
for America represents all that is
VOTED DOWN
RESOLUTION
HIS
SPECTACLE
UNSEEMLY
T
He does
for
17 to 42, the senate today refused to
if he
love
He does
best and noblest among mankind.
In a few short years the American
adjourn rather than proceed with the
He is
of
consideration of the resolution proboyhood of today will be the AmeriDem.
at
Flowed
Freely
O'Don'
Whiskey
Spear, Adams, Thomas,
can manhood which will have to supviding for the election of senators by
ocratic Society Event at
a direct vote of the people. Senator
.
nell, Schafroth and Martin
port the honor and dignity and glory
cJ the American name!
Hale made the motion. The friends
State HouseIt is for you
Race.
in
the
of citizenof
A
to see that when your day of power
of the measure claim it was a test
and responsibility comes, the nation
vote.
Austin, Texas, Jan. 13. Declaring
of
for
Denver, Jan. i:i. While no formal will rise to
in
greater heights in all that
that In the past the occasion had
announcement of the candidacy for is noble and glorious than it has
TWO ALLEGED BANDITS
been a "Bacchanalian" sevelry and
of
of
made ever before attained.
the seat in the II. S. Senate
ARRAIGNED AT BOZEMAN. urging that the use of the hall of the
of
Senator
vacant
death
the
The Flag, represents the nation;
House of Representatives be withheld
by
of $200 for
upon
people of
Hughes will be made until after the in peace and in war it is the banner
Charged With Robbing the Post Of. Representative Stamps of Upsaw
funeral today, campaigning is activs of liberty, the flag of the free, the
fices at Monarch Wyoming, and
of
county yesterday introduced a resolu
fee
with four avowed candidates in the standard of justice and equal rights
tion in the House disapproving of the
Logan, Montana.
field. They are Mayor R. W. Speer of which has the respect of all nations
influx of
governor's inaugural ball.
of
Denver, former Governor Alva Adams and the love of every American heart.
Bozeman, Mont., Jan. 13. John Da
Whisky Flowed Freely.
of Pueblo, and former Governor Chas.
As school children, you doubtless
13. The
resolution
Austin, Jan.
vis, whom the authorities believe to
of
S. Thomas and Thomas J. O'Donnell
learned that the first flag was made
be "Burth" Cassidy, a notorious ban was defeated after an acrimonious
of Denver.
All are Democrats.
The in Philadelphia under the direction
if
STATEHOOD
dit, and his companion Gus Hender discussion. In his advocacy of the
United resolution, Mr, Stamps declared that
advantage is conceded to Speer who of a comely young woman named Bet-si- e
son, were araigned before
controls the big Denver delegation in
Smith today he had been informed that whisky
else
good,clear-heade- d
would
States Commissioner
Ross, in the little shop which
Governor ShafroUi was then No. 89 Arch street, and you
the legislature.
charged with robbing postofflces at flowed freely and other intoxicants
and Congressman John Smith are look- - may like to know some particulars
Monarch, Wyoming, and at Logan, were consumed largely during the
led upon as dark horses. The legislaMontana. Both men were bound ov-- f evening ana that it was a "disgrace
ture is overwhelmingly Democratic.
and should be stopped."
Continue on Page ""'tht
,er to the federal court.

13, was a dull day
capitol from a news standpoint
and also as far as the amount of sun-- j
shine was concerned. Electric lights
were seen in the halls however, and
reminded one of a gloomy day in Lon-

pno. Nev.. Jan. 13. The present
snow storm is the heaviest within
memory in this district. Snow has
been falling steadily the past thirty-sihours, and it is two feet deep on
the level here. A depth of twelve
feet is recorded at Truckee, Califordon or Pittsburg.
nia. Overland traffic on the Union PaNotaries Appointed.
Governor Mills appointed the fol- cific is at a standstill until the drifts
on the summit of the Sierra are
Nichollowing notaries public: Earl
cleared.
John
Union
county;
of
son,
Clayton,
Blizzard at Winnipeg.
D. Mell, of Roswell, Chaves' county.
The
The governor expressed again today,
Man., Jan. 13.
Winnipeg,
his confidence that the constitution worst blizzard in years has been ragwill be carried by a large majority ing in the RRocky mountains for the
Saturday, Jan. 21. Reports from all last three days tieing up completely
over the territory are very satisfac- the traffic of the Canadian Pacific
railway. A snow slide near Field has
tory.
leveled the telegraph wires and the
Treasury Receipts.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero poles for several hundred feet, carrythem Into Columbia river canyon.
has received the following sums for ing
A dozen passenger trains are almost
Fish
Game
and
From
the treasury:
in the snow.
Warden Gable, $3.50; Jose R. Lucero, buried
Mercury Drops in Montana.
clerk of the third judicial district,
Butte, Mont., Jan. 13 One of the
clerk's fees, $550.50; B. J. Reagan
treasurer of Roosevelt county, $2281.-22- ; worst blizzards of the winter is
of the state,
W. H. Merchant, treasurer of Ed-d- sweeping this section
low
temperatures
by
accompanied
county, $7,512.41.
in
Lewiston,
throughout Montana.
Change of Agent.
the central part of the state, last
A certificate was filed in the ternight reported a temperature of 26
ritorial secretary's office by the
below. At Helena it is 26 below zero,
Mining company announcing while at Great Falls the mercury is
change of pgent, J. P. Rinker of Tres from 30 to 33 degrees below zero.
Piedras succeeding C. E. Hall.
Oklahoma in Grip of Cold Wave.
Fewer Collectors.
Tulsa, Okla., Jan. 13. The therGame Warden Gable is cutting mometer registered 80 degrees above
,
collec-down the number of license
zero here at 2 o'clock yesterday aft
tors, which last year numbered 165. ernoon. marking . the hottest Janu
Mr. Gable believes that such a large ary day in the history of Oklahoma
number is unnecessary and that Within eight hours the temperature
about 100 can do the work.
had fallen 52 degrees. It was but 28
above at 10 o'clock last night.
Land Entries.
entries
The following were land
Snow Fighters Baffled.
Vancouver, B. C, Jan, 13. While
yesterday: Henry C. White of Albuin
querque, Bernalillo county; William the snow blockades are relieved
H. Probert, Jr., Jemez Springs. San- British Columbia, the Canadian Pa
Buxdoval county; Isaias Griego, of
cific is having great trouble in the
The best snow fighters
ton, San Miguel county; Hattie V. mountains.
Devinston, Cuervo, Guadalupe county; in the Canadian Pacific service are on
John Barnum, of Raton, Colfax coun- the ground trying to get traffic mov
ty; Tiburcia Trujillo of Palma, Tor- ing, but their efforts so far have been
rance county; Mathias Frelinger,
The: temperature at the
unavailing.
Torrance county, and Reyes field last night was 42 Delow with a
Padilla de Pena of Galisteo, Santa Fe bitter wind and snow falling.
Chinook Is Blowing.
county, the latter two being final en?
tries.
Deadwood, S. D., Jan. 13. Temperature rose fifty-fivdegrees in twenSIX RAILROAD LABORERS
ty minutes today, mounting from fifKILLED BY AN EXPLOSION. teen below zero to forty above. The
Chinook wind was the cause.
Premature Blast Causes Deadly Disaster on Grand Trunk and
BATES BILL REPORTED
Pacific Railroad.
FAVORABLY TO HOUSE.

Friday. January
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A VOTE FOR THE CONSTITUTION
IS A VOTE FOR FREEDOM.

at

is not a patriot.
not vote on Saturday, January
not care
has any.
the
his children
not
an undesirable
the Commonwealth.
prosperity or the growth
Citizen.
the rights
vote for the Constitution means the bestowal
the President
the
Congress, the right to vote
ship, representation
land worth at
United States. It means the bestowal
9,000,000 acres
the Territory or a gift
the
least $65,000,000
system, it
every man, woman and child. It means the abolition the
chains that have fettered, the
means the rending
capital, the
resources, prosperity," opportunity and prosperity to every
development
it meant
and
deserving man and woman. It means
vote for it.
citizen
every
nothing
The man who

-

1

j

Be Sure to Vote and Vote Early.

S.
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THERE IS NO LACK OF CANHERE IS A REMEDY THAT
DIDATES FOR JUDGESHIPS.
WILL CURE 7CZEMA
Decker,
Clyde, Ky
'"fliZ PRO" "c ! (."
writes from Clyde: "I recommend At Least Pecos
Valley Has Its Quota
;
tfuu- - aa. Money
waslp
Wby
Cardui, the woman's tonic, to any
Who Are Mentioned for District
For
ii.h groat? salve
..nd :
woman in need of a remedy.
Bench.
and
Attorney
- Kin.
tiODS, U'Vina )
five years, I wag unable to do my
attains. 'j.'is
z'aa da Wan i b
from
Half my time was spent
own work.
j
)
Register-Tribune.(Koswell
At last I tried Cardui. Now
Capital Pharmacy guarantees ZEMO,
in bed.
The tact that President William H. a clean liquid preparation for external
I a;n well and happy, and can do my
own work." Don't suffer pain, head- Taft has indicated an election of state I use to rid the skin of the germ life
ache, backache, and other womanly officers in New .Mexico as early as i that causes the trouble.
In over 2,000 towns and cities In
miseries, when your own druggist the coming June in the event of a fa-America, the leading druggist has the
has on his shelf a remedy for such
Get a botile for vorable vote on the constitution, agency for ZEMO and he will tell you
troubles Cardui.
taken in connection with the prevail of the marvelous cures made by this
a
As
general tonic for
your shelf.
conviction that the otc-- on that clean, simple treatment. ZEMO is
weak women, nothing has been found ing
instrument
will be favorable is caus- recognized as the cleanest and most
for 50 years that would take its place.
more or less comment as to how popular
for
eczema,
treatment
ing
will
It
help you.
Try it.
up here pimples, dandruff and a".l other forms
things will likely be shap-after the present official system shall of skin or scalp affections whether on
infant or grown person. Will you try
have vanished from the scene.
The possible changes to transpire a bottle on our recommendation?
esThe Capital Pharmacy.
An Onen Letter to J. I. Seder, Presi in the courts , and the attorneys,
pecially, are manifesting a lively indent New Mexico
terest as to the possible aspirants next meeting the signers to the roll
League.
for judicial honors, so far as this dis- who are prepared and willing to put
Texico. X. M.. Jan. 10, 1111.
It is understood up $50 each advance entrance fees
trict is concerned.
The Rev. J. I. Seder, Albuquerque.
district
the
that
rejudge, Wil- in the hands of the trustee designatpresent
in
am
I
Dear Sir and Brother
to be held
on higher ed at, the last meeting
liam
H.
has
designs
"Shall
Pope,
ceipt of your circular entitled
ninety days from January 19, 1911,
the People Rule," also "To Our Coun- possibilities.
Rumor has it that Charles R. Brice and if the club goes through, to be
ty Officers." The one about the enI
am
of
but
all
Carlsbad, Eddy county, John T. i used in initial expense and equip
is
law
forcement of
right,
Mc.Clure
of Roswell, Chaves county, ment, or if the project fails, to be
very much surprised at the stand you
and T. R. Reese of Porta les, Roose- returned to the payer at the expiramake the American
tion of the 90 days; also to ascertain
League take with reference to the velt county, are sure to be in the and
report who of the signers of the
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OUR NEW PITCH
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tive bill ever proposed, enacted,
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is guaranteed to cure, (not only
With best wishes for the success of
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sonal health, and the ADVENT OF
carry a complete line of all the
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popular hair and facial tonics.
and be enabled to rule ourselves,
and
HERPICIOE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
have every
Ijin large quantities
modern facility for furnishing the
remain,
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Yours very sincerely,
very best rough or dressed
L. P. TAFFINDER.
Lumber
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
We are thus Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
Funeral in This City Robert J, ;of every description.
enabled to make the very best prices aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
Smith, a member of Cerrillos lodge of T.
.
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
g
Masons, died at Belen. The remains
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Established 1856.
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January White Goods Sale
Table Linens
Napkins
Towls

Underskirts

Quilts
India Linons
Lawns

Drawers
Chemise

stil

butyou

have to wear

a!.-:-

SHOES
For this weather you need good

Waists

Also all Winter Goods

at Cost Including
Overcoats, Suits, Ladies Suits and

Childrens
Overcoats, Dress

Capes, Underwear,

Coats, Boys

Goods, and many other desirable

Bargains
FOR TWO

Anti-Saloo- n

Holidays are over

Night Gowns
Corset Covers

Only

Only

WEEKS
Commencing

Saturday, January 14th to Saturday, January 28th.
FOR HALF

A

CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS

HOUSE

P.O. Box 219

It

THE CITY

Phone 39

i

serviceable

WEAR.

FOOT

:

Too

You Want it Dressy Looking

We have all

:

:

Styles and all Prices

Kinds-al- l

FOOT

Our Specialty

""' "u

COMFORT.

T T

in-;- a

John Pfleuger
EUGENIO ROMERO

i

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
o' building material

vJt

V'

S

1
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i

1

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

ii
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-
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: :

Irrigation and Farm

:

Anti-Saloo- n

Engines.

F.

GORiVlLEY

'

j

i

Agent.

.

"

Wholesale

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE
PHONE
BLACK

45

STOCK

"KER R'S

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

FOOD.

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA

LEO HERSCH

FE-

i9'

-

EE2SI45
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Tuat the New Year we are just entering may be
VI 11
for each and every one, a Happy New Year; a
v mi
of Heaith and pr0Sperity. with thanks
year
for all favors shown us and hoping your New Year Resolution will be
I

WJlnU

WlNll
ion

f,

Will Trade With
II. C.

Yontz Jes7neF

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

i

Sole Agents For
IMERNATIONAL

St.

"hardware

nn

CO.

We have it.

"e

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

.creened

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithir g Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

KEZTUr8Jv?rpUo?.
Telephone 85

Telephone 85

.

tWpm'S&u'JSSaV

POTATOES and
SALT,

Retail

nrrrn n a

If it's Hardware

1

Work'made easy by using
CIinC & IflHWCON Farm Pump
F"RANK

The best Resolution you can
make for the New Year is to resolve
to come to Our Store for Everything you need in Hardware, because
we sell the best tools, Hardware and Implements Made.
We stand behind everything we sell with our Money and Reputation, and Make Good on Every Deal.
We wish you Prosperity and Happiness.

.nnu-oaiou- u

Zll

Your New Year Greeting

Should be accompanied wth somelittle remembrance,
we still have a fine assortment of attractive, low pred
novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have Che
the sweetest sounding phonograph
made
Come in and enjoy some of this music, and look
to our attractive display of goods.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

the

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 8

When in Need of Anything Hi tho
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

T

Charles W. Dudrow

-

Dm Cupar JUbrm

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSOFI

By Taking ZOOK'S White Pine and Tar Expectorant.
We Guarantee to relieve the Cough or money back.

armacy

i 4

Phone 213

FRIDAY,

JANUARY

TJE SANTA FE NEW jffEXIUAS, SANTA FE, N. M

13, 1911.
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therefor, causes a tremor to pass through the
:
tion to be in accord, a required with but these bonds will
be paid out of Indian office. Yet, no more convincthe constitution of tne United States the proceeds of the
rentals and sale ing example of the error of the govmust assure tbii.
of one million acres of land
granted ernment in treating the Indians as
will
then, that the majority
by Congress for that purpose The if they were baboons from Africa in
rule in the new state. The majority commissioner of public lands of'
New a Zoological garden, is found than
may pass any law it desires.
Mexico states that he can sell enone-here in "New Mexico. The PuebIsn't it self government?
of that land immediately to nav for right
lo Indians of the Las Cruces and
in
of
the
New
State
Mexico
Law,
the bonds and that there will remain Ysleta
essections, who somehow
will not be that which some particu- about six hundred
and fifty thousand caped that pampering, degenerating
lar agitator thinks right. It will be acres which will
go to maintain the supervision of the government have
the expression of the majority of the public schools.
amalgamated with the surrounding
people. We are optimistic enough to
"If the constitution is
adopted and population, are men among men, have
believe that the majority of the peo- New
Mexico admitted as a state. forgotten that they were at one time
ple of New Mexico will pass laws Grant
surcounty will receive at once a different race from the
which are right.
thousand dollars in cash rounding people to such an extent
If we accept the argument of the which will lessen
our bonded indebt- that it. is difficult to tell them apart
' antis" that the
people of New Mexi- edness that much and
consequently from the other settlers. The Indian
co cannot be trusted to elect honest result in a
reduction of taxes. Cer- makes a good citizen, he is able to
that they
can
men;
not
be tainly the people of
take care of himself if let alone, he
trusted to pass good laws; that they have every reason to Grant county has an abundant
conthe
heritage of land and
support
cannot he. trusted to serve their con- stitution in order that
water, and
the government
stituents honestly in public office; it relieved of this burden they may be should bother why more
of unjust inabout him
any
will be the fault and the misfortune debtedness."
than it does about the
of the people. You cannot compel the
or the
or the Irish
people to be good by a constitution.
who are much more strangers to
man,
THE
CAUSE
OF
GOOD
The constitution does not contain
ROADS
The publication in Collier's an il- the land, who have no endowment of
a prohibition clause; neither does it
thousands of acres of fertile soil, is
lustrated
forbid murder, arson, highway
weekly of national circularobthe comprehension of the men
beyond
of
a
tion,
criticism
of New Mexico
bery, suicide or stealing cattle.
who live right here and have given
roads from the standpoint of the
It gives the people however, power
the subject thought. Why not let the
is proof that. pnnA mart a
to define and to punish crimes, to
Indian work out his own salvation
a
are
good advertisement, will attract without the
make and interpret and execute its
hampering leading strings
laws; it prescribes and safeguards tourist travel and incidentally bring of Uncle Sam and the Indian Rights'
to
money
the
section
which
the making, interpretation and execu
builds Association.
Suppose . otys or the
and maintains them.
tion of laws.
Unfortunately, other does make a bad bargain occa
New Mexico roads come in for severe
.me cause oi gooa government in
sionally, or a certain percentage fall
New Mexico, as in every other state, criticism, except where the Territori by the wayside like the average white
will be in the hands of the people. al Good Roads commission has done man, is not that merely human and
,u
rri,!
me ,mug aosirea consumma .substantial work such as over La
part of the human game?
lu.a
hill, or on the Scenic Highway
the
control of our own govern
tion,
between Santa Fe and Las
ment.
There would not be so much "irony'
Vegas, or
The constitution is the foundation on me santa 'e Trail at Raton and in El Paso calling the Engle recla
between Canoncito
and Santa Fe mation project, "our project," if it
of our self government.
Such work
were
for the fact that the Rio
uont reject self government be road must becounts, but stretches of Grandenotfrom
northern to southern
completed between im
cause you don't like the shape oi some
portant points. It would never do, boundary of the Territory is a New
or the stones in the foundation.
for instance, to abandon the work be- Mexico river and that New Mexico
tween Santa Fe and the Pecos now reclamation projects are languishing
THE POCKETBOOK REASON.
that it is nine tenths completed; nor because New Mexico waters have
Highbrows may sneer at the "pock- should the
good road to Albuquerque been trafficked away to Texas and
etDooK
appeal in politics but the stop at the foot of
Mexico by a beneficent paternal gov
LaBajada hill.
pocketbook is the tenderest spot of the Nor
No wonder General Anson
should the Santa Fe Trail be per- ernment.
human anatomy and very often when
mitted to remain incomplete between Mills has just finished a twelve story
arguments fail to con Albuquerque and
business block in the Pass City.
Raton, or the projof the pocketbook
vince, a touch
a reason, as a prominent adThere's
ect
of
a
to
road
Taos be abangood
makes the whole world kin at the
doned. It is true, other parts of the vertiser says.
polls. Therefore, there is much prac
tical weight to the reasons advanced territory also have a right to part
The annual number of the El Paso
of the territorial road fund and the
oy tne Kosweii Register-Tribun- e
in
Herald issued thlB week is a mirror
services
of
the Good Roads commis- of the
advocating the approval of the constimagnificent growth of the Pass
sion and they are receiving both. It
tution when it says:
City and the
of its tribu"It is a significant fact that practi- is up to each county to do its utmost tary country. prosperity
The Herald gives much
to
take
of
the work of the space and attention to New Mexico
advantage
cally all of the property owners favor
the constitution. They realize per Good Roads commission and the as- affairs and has. contributed much to
fectly well that if statehood carries sistance it gives, and now is the time the upbuilding of the southwest. The
that the value of all real estate will to do it. Not to do it, is to hurt the tun page illustrations of El Paso
take an upward Jump, and they want commonwealth and each county and scenes are most striking and are
the towns in It, in an irretrievable proof that El Paso has arrived in the
to see all that sort of acrobatics they
can. It is certainly needed in th'ese
manner, for tourist travel once di- - Big City Class.
j

-

hard-hearte- d

Lodge No

Montezuma

1, A. F. & A. Si. Reg

war

communication!
Hrst Monday of esc'
month a Masonic ha',

at

7.30 p. m.

K. H. ORMAN,
Acting Master
ALAN R. McCOHD, Secretary.

long-haire-

i

n

Spanish-America-

Anglo-Saxo-

1

high-flow-

...

Ba-jad- a

n

I

1

THURSDAY, JANUARY 12, 1911.
BLANKS

R.

Butchers' Bond,

Ssnta Fe Chapter No. 1
R. A. M.
Regular con
vocation second Monday o
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
8. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

I

W.

7:30 p in.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C."
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Fie9 Masonry meett
on the third Monday of each monto
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening lc
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
14th

j

JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32,
Secretary.
B. P. O. K.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. 6. .,
holds its regular session on the nee
iini and fourth Wednesday ot each
month. VUiting brothers are invited
A. J. FISCHER,

nd welcome.
J. D. SENA.

Exaltefi Ruler
Secretary.

Attomeys-at-La-

....
Attorney-at-La-

Taos,

xransacu a general banking business in all its bmncho.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all mirkets for its customer. Buys and aell

1--

2

2

'

2

2

?
$
5

5
c1

j,

C. W. G. WARD

-

New Mexico

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-

4

4

THE

Nos.

and 14, $2.70 each.

13

One of

the Best Hotels

the West

in

ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PEIVBATE BATH

Postage

25c each.

PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROPf

$3.00.

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

;

Large Sample.
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Th Claire Hotal
--

HAS A ROOM FOR YOU.

"1

WHEN IN TOWN GIVE US A CALL.
It is centrally located on the
FREE SAMPLE ROOM
plaza Steam heated with hot
and cold water and a bath can .
be had when wanted.
SPACIOUS LOBBY FOR
THE ENTERTAIMENT OF
GUESTS.

extra.

Local daters, any town and date for
ten years, $1.00.
Regular line daters, for ten years,
Facsimile signature stamps, with
wood cut, $1.50.
sheet
Warranty Deed,
Quit Claim Deed, 2 sheet
Declaration in Assumpsit, onNote
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,

Prices European Plan, $1.00

1--

sheet

New Mexico

1--4

sheet.
Warrant

sheet

4

Up

RENEHAN & DAVIES
E. P. Davlet

Attorneys at Law.
Practices in the Supreme aud District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
Office in Cacron Block.

New Mexico
E. Cs ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

4

1--

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

4

2

2

1-- 2

2

Practice n the District and Su
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe,
New Mexlcs aheet
Bill of Sale,
sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive and
G. W. PRICHARD
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's ReAttorney and Comellor-at-Lacorded Brand,
sheet
Practice in all the District Courts
Authority to Gather, Drive and
and gives special attention to cases Handle Animals Not Bearing Owners
before the Territorial Supreme Court. Recorded Brand,
sheet
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
Contrato de Partldo,
pliego.
Escritura de Renuncla,
pliego. '
Documento Garartlzado.
pliego.
HARRY D. MOULTON,
2
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles,
Attorney-at-Lapliego.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Documento de Hipoteca,
pliego.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Documento
extensa
Garantizado,
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
forma entera, full sheet
Certificado de Matrimonlo, 10c cada
EDWARD C. WADE
uno.
Attorney-at-LaAffidavit,
Practice in the Supreme and Dis- sheet
Deed of Trust, full sheet
trict Courts ef the Territory, la the
Release of Deed of Trust
Probate Court and before the TJ. S.
sheet
Compiled Laws of N. M., 1897. $9.60.
Surveyor General and TJ. S. Land

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath and phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

RATES

$2.50 TOjfl
$3.00 A DAY U

Proprietor.

ONE OF THE BEST SHORT ORDER

RESTAURANTS

IN THE CITY

CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD

2

1-- 2

THOS. DORAN

CQRQNAD0 HOTEL

1--

.....

Proprietor.

Ii

sheet.
Commitment,
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet
Attachment Writ,
sheet
Attachment Summonses Garnishee,
4
sheet.
Execution,
sheet
Summons,
sheet
Certificate of Brand. 4 sheet
sheet.
Sheep Contract.
Justice of the Peace Blanks
sheet.
Appeal Bond.
sheet
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
sheet
Appearance Bond,
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded" Brand, 4 sheet
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
14
4

A. B. Reneban

J C. DIGNE0,

sheet
Replevin Writ,
Replevin Affidavit, 4 sheet
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,

4

specialty.
Santa Fe

'

2

4

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court oi
the territory.
Las Cruces.

domestic and fr:iijn exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as libera1 terms
as are given by any money transiniting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate ef tbree
per cent per annum, on six months' er years' time. Libera
advances made on consignments ef livestock &ni products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
aid airns to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is'consistent with saiety and the principles of sound bank
ing. Saiety deposit boxes lor rest. The patronage of the
;ublic is respecfully solicited

1-- 2

Territorial District Attorney
Foi' San Miguel and Mora Counties
.

$150,000
80.000

1-- 2

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico.

Las Vegas,

Assistant Casbier.

lata

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits;

35c.

WILLIAM McKEAN

MM,

i

2

Chas. F. Easley,
Cftas. R. Easley.
Estancla.
Santa Fe.
EASLEY & EASLEY,

FRAKK

Th Oldest Banking Institution in
New r&cxlee. Established In 137S

4

4

4

J. B. BEAD, Casniei.

OF. SANTA FE.

Notification of Change in Assessment by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.75.
F. W. FARMER.
General License, 60 in Book, $3.00.
Homestead No. 7829.
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
Brotherhood of American Yeoman
100 in Book. 75c.
Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays,
County Superintendent's Warrant,
Delgado's Hall.
60 in Book. 35c.
H. Foreman C. G. Richie,
Poll Tax Receipt, 60 in Book. 25c.
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.
Poll Books for City Election, 8
pages, 50c.
Poll Books for Town Election, H
pages, 40c.
PROFESSIONAL CAiSDS
Poll Books, Election of School Dl
rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
30c and 40c.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Road Supervisor's
Receipt, 60 In
Book, 25c.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Stamps, Etc.
Attorney-at-LaOne line stamp, not over 2
inches
New Mexice
Santa Fe,
long, 15c; each addilonal line, 10c

...

President.

2

'

Santa Fe Commander No
1, K. T. Regular conclav
fourth Monday in eaci
month at Mfl'omc Hall at

PALES,

The First

sheet.

Sheriffs'
Monthly
Report of Li
censes,
sheet.
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arreito.
pliego.
Auto de Prision,
pliego.
Declaration Jurada, 4 pliego.
Certificado de NombramieLto,
pliego.
Fianza Oficlal,
pliego.
Fianza Oficlal y Juramento,
pliego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
pllgeo.
Formula de Enumeraclon.
pliego.
Contrato entre los Directores y Prei
ceptors,
pliego.
Caminos, 25c.
Libros de Reclbo de Capltaclon, 50
eri un libro, 25c.
Noticia de Asesores de Asesamento
100 en un libro. 75c.
Contrato de Combustible.
pliego.
Documento Sin Garantla,
pliego.
Option, 2 sheet
Notas Obllgacioneo, 25c por 58.
Libros Certiflcados de Bonos, $1.
Libros de Reclbos Supervlsores de
Libros de Eleccion de Directores
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paginas, 20c, 30c
y 40c.
Applicacion por Llcencla de Matrl-monipliego.
Certificado de Muerte,
pliego.
Certificado de Naclmento,
pliego.
Registracion de Falleclmentos y
Muertes, 25c.
Juez de Paz, Repertorlo Criminal y
Civil, $4.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nog. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a volume; 3 to 12 Inclusive, $3.30 each;
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheet, $6.50. Postage 25c.
Retail Liquor License. 60 in Book,

J.

L. A, EDGHES,

2

p

c.

IL

Printed and foi sale by New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
Mez.

MASONIC.

j

j

.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

i

j

l'E NIM MEXICAN, SAN1A FE,

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND OOr,D BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
RATES 50o to
Every Room
G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.
a Good One.
1,00 per day

1-- 2

2

1--2

1--2

1--

w

'124126
Montezuma Ave.

Capital Hotel
TELEPHONE

1-- 2

Non-Miner-

1-- 2

2

Offices.

Las Cruces

...

Postage
New Mexico

R. W. WITTMAN

.

,

HANDSOME ROOMS

ATTRACTIVE DINING

a AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ROOM

Good Service.

ECOURTEOUS TKEATMENTI
Proprietor, Mri. L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

45c.

-

Certificate,
sheet
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Lands, Mines, Bond A 8tocks.
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet
Money Loaned for Investors.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
We have for sale general stocks of Property,
sheet
Placer Mining Location, 4 sheet
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Tard and
other Business Opportunities throughTitle Bond of Mining Property, 2
"
out Taos county.
sheet
'
Mining Deed.
sheet
Bank References Furnished.
sheet.
Mining Lease.
Taos
New Mexico
Coal Declaratory
Statement,
PROBERT & COMPANY

2

1-- 4

Investments

1-- 4

1--2

1--2

1--

...

BLACK

Code of Civil Procedure, full leather,
$1.00; paper bound, 75c. Postage 7c.
Notary Record, $1.25 each.

Notary Seals:'
Aluminum Pocket, $2.75. delivered
Drafts man
Copies furnished ot records on file
Desk, $3.25, delivered nearest exiu the TJ. S. Surveyo'- General's Office press office,
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Mining Blanks.
Additional and Amended Location

...

88

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of Capitp)

,

2

1-- 2

1-- 2

sheet

STANDLEY G. SMALL, PH. G. M.
Coal Declaratory Statement with
AfPower of an Attorney,
Physician & Surgeon.
Office 117 Palace Ave.
fidavit and Corroborating
to 12:20 p.
Houn: 11:00
I
Affidavit
sheet
2 to 3 p. m., and by
Notice ot Right to Water, 4 sheetj
appointment
Residence 225 Hillside Ave.
Forfeiture or Puhliflhlnf Out
Flume Red 43. Notice. 4 aheet
Non-Miner-

Non-Miner- al

am.

2

1--

"

1--

,"

Wells F argo
'Express

'

Express Forwarder
.TO.

Ill Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fsrgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS' .
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Vez
and all Foreigr Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. D. BARNES. Apent

FRIDAY, JANUARY

13,

THE SANTA FE NEW MUXiCAS, SANTA FE, N.

1911.

PAGE FIVE

M.

EDDY COUNTY FOR STATEHOOD.

.UNITED STATES BANK

PERSONAL MENTION.

TRUST CO.

&

Business

President

H. F.

STEPHENS. Cashier,

Caseier

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst.

Real Estate

Surety Bonds

NSURAN

I

Palace.
A. Mennett, Sr., of Las V
the
well known salesman, is at
Pal- ace.
Harvey Lutz, agent of rh' Santa
at.
Fe, is ill with rheumatism
his
home on Don Caspar avenue.
A. S. Hill, C. T. Cole, H. F. Robinson
and L. Helfrich, of Albuquerque, are
i at the Montezuma
hotel.
J. E. Gomez a prominent citizen of
San Ildefonso. northern Santa
Fe
county, is at the Coronado.
H. W. Brown, the Denver
grocery
salesman, is calling on the trade. He
is registered at the Palace.
C. F. LeClare. a well known lumber man of Santo Domingo, Sandoval
county, is at the Montezuma hotel.
Tito Melendez, treasurer and collector of Mora county, was In the city

E

C

For Rent

FURNISHED AND UN.FUR NISHED,
MODERN RESIDENCES AND STORE
BUILDINGS,

For Sale

CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED
FRUIT AND ALFALFA
AND LARGE
UNIMPROVED
PRO-PERT-

Y,

TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY

o

WATSON & COMPANY

c- -

,

-

St.

19 San Franciscc

A

(C.

telling address. V.
Pratt also adim; brietly. The votsed themselves in
tinuion, only two or
express themselves
landing vote being
"in in this part of
ry favorable to the)
.

'suunion.

Mrs. Keen, w
Willard Keen,
roadmaster of tl Kustern railway of
New Mexico die
sterday and was
interred in the
this
ternoon. She v;
to her last
resting place by
large number of
sorrowing friend
H. A. Houser,
Lincoln, ill., for
many years an ot.; r of the National
bank of Carlson d
spending some
time here partl
business and
partly in visitim id friends and ac- riuaintances.
The gov.erninoi ' ini-water into
the canals last v.
for a short winter run. The fan 's are using water
o npart of their
"ilia and for piant- 'id that another
ing trees. It is
week will compl"
the irrigation for
this time. The :; r irrigation gea- son opens in tlx
winning of March,
Judge Roberts StL irrping for Consti- :

j
j

'
'

Pnone. Red Ho. 189

i

:

FURNITURE
Give a Sensible, Useful

i

;

STORE!

-

Present, and not one that the Recipient will ask

willing-yesterda-

"What

Is iT

For?"

A

Full Line of Useful Gifts Such as

'

"
CHIN AWARE,
FINE RUGS,
ROCKERS, '' DESKS,
And other furniture Presents that last, and prove a joy for years

e

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

SKIN DISEASES

Underwear Sale

HUMORS IN THE BLOOD

.STANDARD HIGHGRADE LADIES AND
FALL AND WINTER UNDERWEAR
AT PRICED HERETOFORE UNHEARD OF IN
TWS CITY.

Nature has made ample provision
in the moisture and sunshine of the
air for the outwai i protection and
healthy condition of the skin. But
the more important vrk of nourishing the cuticle has been left to ;.n inward source the blood.
It is from
the circulation that the pores and
glanis receive their stimulus, and
the fibrous tissues art? all preserved
in a
state because of constant nutriment supplied by the blood.
It is only when the circulation becomes infected with humors or acidss
that we are troubled with sk.'n affections. The humors producing these
troubles are carri-.-through fie circulation direct to
skin.ard Iheir
irritating or inflammatory t,'V:t remains u."til the L'lX'd is c' used.
S. S. S. cures S'.in J'iseases, ' e au.se
it a the greatest of ad blood purifiers.
It goes into the circulation and
RE.MOVr.vS the
acids and humors
which are causing- the trouble,
builds up the

CHILDRLN--

to clean up all odd.s and
we realize, bowever, that the
enormou-valued we cive here will
serve to reinforce the general conviction that thi.s .store s the price
maker on .standard valued,
sale lasts "one week only "
two piece ".set smjg"
wool weight, soft mercerized
PRICE
FINISH, $1.25 REGULAR

UNION

A, B. RENKHAN

FUNERAL

&

GEO. M. KINSELL.

J.B.

E. P. DAVIS,

President,

Sec'y-Trea-

SftNTA FE ABSTRACT,

DIRECTORS.

REALTY

8

s

sewing
General

HAYWARD

PRICE $2.25 To

acrid

;

Santa Fe, N,

Catron Block

19

MULLIGAN

k

Tel Black 76'

M

RIS ins

tic.
was en
tertained at dinner last night by Mr.
and Mrs. George H. Peet. Others:
present were Rev. and Mrs. E. N.
Bullock and W. E. Quarles. Bishop
Kendrick and Mrs. Bullock were en-tertained today by Mrs. S. J. Hager- man at South Spring." Roswell Daily
Record.
"Hon. Nathan Jaffa and Mrs. Jaffa
arrived last night from Washington,
where they spent the holidays with
their daughter, Miss Julia. Mr. Jaffa
will go to Santa Fe' tomorow or Friday, but will return next week to cast
his vote In the constitutional election. Mrs. Jaffa will remain here until he returns next week." Roswell
Mr. Jaffa arrived in
Daily Record.
Santa Fe this noon.
"Bishop John M. Kendiick

Funeral" Directors &
Licansed Ernbalmers
NIGHT
PHONE

DAY

&

130

FR AtnilMG

PICTURE

RED

125

TASTEFULLY

Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever nave,
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
I'll suit the contour your face,
My razor sharp and o ,sors keen,
Myshoois neat and towelsare clean
And everything I tblnk you'll find
To suit the taste and please the nilnd.
i

FIRST CLASS

BATH

' '

ROOM

SATISFACTORILY

PALACE

AVE

CONE

"Mrs. A. L. Hull, her two daughters,
Misses Sallie and Callie, and son, Jo- seph Hull, who have been visiting
and Mrs. William H. Pope, left
this morning. Mrs. Hull and daught-- i
ers were here seven months and left
Atlanta, Ga., where they will
make their home with Dr. Hull and j
A. L. Hurl, jr., the latter formerly of
city, recently of Athens, Ga., and
of Atlanta. Joseph Hull, who
American Druggists
Syndicate
came here for the holidays, returned
Premium remedies are not patent m to his home in Oklahoma City." Ros-dicines, every premium remedy guar- well Daily Record.
anteed as represented or your money
District No. 8 Altra-back. A. D. S. cough remedy
and SALE OFN.TIMBBR,
M.
6, 1911, fceald
qnerque,
cold tablets are unexcelled, get them bids marked outsideJanuary
"Bid timber Sale Ap1.
Nov.
1910,
Pecos"
and addresaed
plication,
now, they cost no more than the to the District Forester, Albuquerque, New
111
Mexico
received up to ami includinterior kind. Sold only by the Ca- ing the 12th be
day of February 1911 for all
merchantable dead timber standing or
'..
I
pital pharmacy.
down, and the live timber marked for
cutting by the Forest ofllcer, on a designated area of about 480, acres, being that part
of Sec. 26, T18N.K, 12 E, N. M. P. M. lying
south of Willow Creek, surveyed lann
within the Pecos National Forest. New
Mexico, estimated to lie 600,000. feet B. M.
of Western Yellow pine, Douglass fir, and
Engclman spruce saw and tie timber, more
or less. No bid of less than $2.50 per M, feet
B. M, w 11 be considered and a deposit of
$600 must be sent to the First National
Bank, Albuquerque. New Mexico, for eaeh
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
& Co. bid submitted
to the District
Timber upon valid claims is exemped from
sale. The right to reject any and ail bids
Is reserved, For further Information
t
Mnnervisnt
sales Address
If you went anything on earth-- -- try Pecos
National Forestl Pecos, New.Mexlco,
1
New Mexican Want Ad.
KARL.E H.OLAPP.Acting District Forester
j

j

j

T. W. ROBERT S
O. K. BARBER SHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,N

AND

1

M

j

j

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
teams.

Eirezy sosagox
Tiling- dena to

FARE

IvCeilc

Comfcitatla.

Fas

sar $5.00

1

1

'

THE CAPITAL

PHARMACY

g

It you want anything on eartn
a New Mexican Want Ad.
H

111

try

Fm-ps-

Wl

IIHtm

j

and sons, George
Weigele, George
.Weigele, jr., S. L. Rice, Jeff Saunders,
G. J. Wolfinger, Dr. J. R. Gilbert, Dr.
W. R. Saltzgaber, D. M. Barringer,
George Byus, O. M. I.ee and Guthrh
Smith.
Mr. Bursum Expected.
Hon. H. O. Bursum, chairman of
the Republican Central committee is
expected back this afternoon with a
party of campaigners from Rio Arriba county.
Bernalillo County.
The first two delegations to go from
the Albuquerque Statehood
League
into Bernalillo country started yes- terday for Ram hos de Albuquerque
and Los Padillas, respectively. The
party for Los Ranchos was composed
of E. M. Hlckey, Geo. Craig, F. W.

finijh,

Clancy, Felix Baca, M. V. Vigil. A. A.
Sedillo, J. R, Rivera, and .T. W. Wilson who will make short talks The
party who went to Los Padillas included:
Frank A. Hubbell, A. B.
Stroup, H. F. Raynolds. Elfego Baca,
Ramon Archuleta, Seferino Crolott, D.
M. Fergusson, J. M. Sandoval, Felipe
Gurule and L. C. de Baca.

RE-HA- VE

"SS3T-.

W. Townsend & Co.
THE PRICE MAKER

j

S ANTA FE, N. M.

NBW YEAR ALMOST ARRIVED
and we still have line in the City
of Toys and Fancy Goods
FOR NEW YEAR PRESENTS

1

eral manager, of Amarillo, Texas, J.
M. Kurns, general superintendent, ol

Everything at bottom prices. Everybody
is invited to call ad examine them.

Las Vegas, F. L. Myers, superintend
ent, of La Junta, Mr. Wagner and
others.

ADOLF

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

Hair Health
Hive

nens

soft

lha tQmmlz

are

tn w thintr m fxatitbimg
cool wi iTinu?r
ALS, 1W5V.0 CHEHRY. LEMON SO OA, WOO
BOOT BEER, KLGHDiKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MIKtiftAL WATR&
tup?-,u-

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.
AH

rika BMto iron

C
I

Altered wafer.

nnctf

DESIGNS.

Mgr,

CL&BEIDOH

POOLTfi? YARDS
FRESH LAID ECiGK evtryMay
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandotte, t'nlckn.
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed oi. clean wholesome fo,d

.

pres-Judg- e

!UARKETREP0RT

2

111-1--

136
Southern
Pacific 1171-8- ;
tTnon Pacific 1751-2- ;
Steel 761-4- ;
pfd.,
US
New York, Jan. 13. Lead dull 4451
nio.y; Standard copper dull; spot and;
March 1212.10; Sliver 541-2- .
Chicago, 111., Jan. 13. Wheat May

8.75 western steers
$4.7o6.25; west
em cows $3.25(a5.25.
Hogs
Receipts 4,500. Market
steady to five higher. Bulk $7.80
7.9u; heavy $7.857.90; packers and
butchers $7.807.90;
light $7.S0
;

j

1017-8- ;

July

7.85.

96

Sheep
Market
Receipts 1500.
WOOL MARKET.
Muttons $0.5034.40; lambs
St. Louis, Jan. 13. Wool unchang- steady.
$5.506.25; fed wethers and
ed; territory and western mediums $4!,5.60; fed western ewes yearling
$3.50
fine
mediums 1219; fine 12 4.3 0.
21tf?23;
13.

Chicago, Jan. 13. Cattle Receipts
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
2,500.
Market strong. Beeves $4.85
501-8.
;
Corn May
July 51(gl-8((7.10; Texas steers $4.255.50; westOats May 34 ; July 34
ern steers $4.656.10; stockers and
Pork May 19.15; July none.
feeders $:J.S55.90; cows and heifers
Lard May 10.121-2- ;
July 10.05.
$2.65 (5.50; calves $7.5010.
Ribs May 10.10.
Hogs
Market
Receipts 17,000.
LIVESTOCK.
Iwtak. Light $7.758; mixed S7.75
Kansas City, Jan. 13 Cattle Re- iS; heavy $7.708; rough $7.70y7.80;
ceipts 2,000, including 700 southerns. good to choice heavy $7.808; pigs
Market strong. Native steers 5.25 j$7.408.10; bulk $7.807.90r
southern steers $ 1.75 ft 6.25
6.75;
Sheep
Market
Receipts 9,000.
southern steers $4.756.25; southern Jweak. Native $2.504,50;
western
cows $3.255; native cows and heif- $3.C54.45;
yearlings $4.305.75;
ers $36; stockers and feeders $1.50 lambs native $4.756.55; western $5
6.45.
5.80; bnlls $45.10; calves $4.50
8

i

Hour Electric Service

We

a?e A

For Electric Irons, Broilers,
Gleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

AND

"

CUT flowers, wedding
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

Etncl

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

TO

Prt-ptrfet-

RIPE FRUIT NOW

(lARDEN
R. V. BOYLE

MENKY KfMCK,

.

24

CO

REVOLUTION IN MEXICO HAS
NO EFFECT ON MARKET.

San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 13. R. L.
l.acaud of Paris, France, who is stopping in this city en route to the City
of Mexico, declares that the French
money market has not been disturbed
in the least by the alleged revolution
in Mexico. Discussing this phase of
the situation, he said: "The banking
interests of France do not believe the
revolution is nearly as bad as at first
,
reported and that there is no cause
for alarm relative to Mexican securities. Paris financiers who carry a
deai of Mexican paper have the
sreat
If You
Hair
or
Scalp
utmost confidence in the stability of
Trouble, Take Advantage that government and cannot conceive
of an uprising of sufficient magnitude
of This Offer
to oust President Diaz." During Mr.
We. could not afford to so strongiv Lacaud's
stay in Paris he established
endorse Rexall "93" Hair Tonic and a branch of his
banking institution
continue to sell it as we do. if we which is largely interested in taking
were not certain that it would do al. care of Mexican bonds.
we claim it will. Should our enthus
lasm carry us away, and Fiexall "9,"
Hair Tonic not give entire satisfac BELIEVING ONE IS RICH AS
GOOD AS BEING WEALTHY.
tior'
the users, they would lose
faich. in us and our statements, and
firm Antonio. Tpyar .Tnn 1 :t Flp-- i
in consequence our businss
neving that he is worth $5,000,000,
fige would suffer,
Therefore, when we assure you that and that every dollar of this sum exif your hair is beginning to unnatur-fo- r uded from the pores of his body, is
ally fall out or if you have any scalp the hallucination that has taken posof John Rucker who is held
trouble, Rexall "93" Hair Tonic will session
in the county jail here. Rucker impromptly eradicate dandruff, stimu-thi- s
late hair growth and prevent prema-no- agines that he revels in money and
ture baldness, you may rest assured invites his friends, or those who
that we know what we are talking come to see him out of curiosity to
get scoop shovels and help themabout.
selves. He declares the dollars drop
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic is vastly from his
so fast that he fears
different from other similar prepar- he will be body
In the constant
smothered
ations. We believe that it will do
ly increasing heap. His is the strang
more than any other human agency est
case of mental dethronement that
toward restoring hair growth and has ever come under the observation
hair health. It is not greasy and will of the officers here. Aside from this
not gum the scalp or hair or cause hallucination, he
appears to be perpermanent stain. It Is as pleasant to fectly rational.
use as pure cold water.
Our faith In Rexal "93" Hair Tonic is so strong that we ask you to
try it on our positive guarantee that
your money will be cheerfully refundMONEY AND METALS.
ed without question or quibble if it
New York, Jan. 13. Call money
does not do as we claim. Certainly 2
per cent; Prime mercantile
we can offer no stronger argument. paper 441-per cent; Mexican dolIt comes in two sizes, prices 50 cents lars 45; Amalgamated 64
Sugar
and $1.00. Remember you can ob- 115; Atchison 1031-2- ; Great Northern
tain it only at our store, The Rexall Pfd. 124
New York Central
Store. The Fischer Drug Co.
Northern Pacific 117
Reading

rllMBlM

'

SANTA FE OFFISIALS
HERE ON VISIT.

gen--

60C.

WEIGHT .SOFT
CUT FULL,
SPLENDID VALUED AT $ 1.2 5 WILL
CL0.SE AT
i.oo
BOY J AND GIRL S SANITARY FLEECE LINED
MEDIUM WEIGHT 2 PIECE .SUITS NICE AND
WARM AND GUARANTEED TO WEAR WITH
PERFECT .SATISFACTION. ON THE.SE GOOD.S
WE PRoPO.SE TO OFFER THE MO.ST
MARKABLE BARGAINS WE
EVER. PUT
OUT. AGE. 3 TO 9 THE PRICE S NoW 15C.
A GARMENT, AND ABOVE THAT AGE 25C.
THESE GOOD.S ARE ACTUALLY WoRTH
DOUBLE THE PRICE WE ARE ASKING. OUR
WINTER JUT STARTED IN, NOW IS THE
TIME TO LAY IN A SUPPLY

THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ga.

In the party were F. C. Fox,

1.50 SUIT

-

and completely elites Eczema, Actio, Tetter, Sait R hen m.
pimples, rashes, aud all eruptions ot
tile skin. When S. S. S. l as driven
out the humors every symptom passes
away, the skin A again nourished:
with cooling, healthful blood, natural
evaporation is renewed, and the skin
becomes soft and smooth.
Hook on
Skin Diseases and medical advice free.

e

1

T

-

CLo-SEoU-

UNION JUITJ COTTON RIBBED
MEDIUM WEIGHT GOOD VALUE AT
65C. WILL CLO.SE OUT AT UNION .SUIT.S THAT HAVE BEEN
THE
bEST SELLER J MEDIUM

Public opinion is rapidly crystalliz
Several Santa Fe railroad officials
ing in favor of the adoption of the
gtate constitution at Aiamogordo. It arrived here yesterday afternoon in
Ran be announced that the following a private car and spent about an hour
are a few of the leading citizens,
and a half here. They came on a
eluding Democrats, Republicans and tour of inspection, stopping in AlbuProhibitionists who have expressed! querque previous to their trip here.
intention of voting for the constitu-- ! They left at 4:10 p. m. for Las Ve- tion: W. K. Stalcup, W. E. Warren, E. gas, whence they go to Raton and
H. Cox, C. F. Prince. Byron Sherry La Junta.

4 V,

INSURANCE AGENCY.

We prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE. We write.
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE &
We draw LEGAL
INSURANCE.
PAPERS, attend to RENTS & COLLECTIONS,
LOAN and PLACE MONEY for clients.
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURCHASER for your property.
We respectfully solicit your business,
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,

Room

Otero County in Line.

H. F. Robinson,
superin
tendent of irrigation construction fori
.
XT
f
n Tninnn !n
nnJ
me.v
,uC .uumi.o .u
iuiia, .m nt If
ico, is at the Montezuma hotel.
Colonel J. G. Albright, manager of
Xew Mexico State Democrat, re-turned to Albuquerque
yesterday
from a business trip to Santa Fe.
"Mrs. Crumpacker returned yesterday morning from Santa Fe, where
she was the guest of Governor Mills
and family." Albuquerque
Morning
Journal.
E. G. Mustaln, traveling freight
and passenger agent for the El Paso
and Southwestern System, was here
from El Paso yesterday looking up
business for his company.
"Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gortner returned this afternoon from Goshen.
Ind., where they had been visiting
relatives and friends since before the
Christmas holidays." Las Vegas Op-

Manager.

EACH

bEST LEADER.,

PER CENT WooL .SOFT VELVET
FINISH NICE WEIGHT REGULAR

blood,

Arrived From Albuquerque In Private-Caand Leave After Short Stop
for Las Vegas.

JUITo,

60

OUR

-2

- - 75C

SPECIAL PRICE

-

EXPERT EMBALMERS

.

1-

.

weak,

5

we propose

end-s-

V.:-.-

i

tu' 0 '1.
horse
yesterday and attended the
s
"Judge ClarciK :. Hoberts will ar-- '
races.
rive Monday mort,
from his . home
Superintendent T. E. Clark left yes- in Raton and will
three days
terday for Albuquerque whence he here
in chambers.
hearing c.
will go to Belen on educational
sue h of his
Judge Roberts has
time as may be
sired at the
ti. w. tvoeneke. representing 'he,,)osai of supporter. of the const itu- Dold Packing Company, is here f rom tjon
rt jS ijkelv 'bal he will make
wicnita, rvans. ne is at tne Monre-- j OIle or more addr.-s.s.-here and in
zumathe surrounding towns concerning the
Mr. and Mrs. K Clark of Alcalde, proposed constitution, which he help-RiArriba county, were in the city ed to frame. ' Judge Roberts'
and atti ttaed the dance at ness to assist in the support of the
constitution is much appreciated in
armory hall.
John H. Sargent brother of the ter thl county." Las Vegas Optic,
Statehood Meeting at Willard.
ritorial auditor, reiiirned this morning!
to his home in Kl Rito after visiting
Attorney A. B. McMillen of Albu-hera few days.
querque, a Democrat, will address the
vicinity at 2
"Mrs. J. B. Havward came down!voters of wlllal(!
mtomorrow on the question,
from Santa Fe Wednesday morning!
and is the guest of Mrs. O. W. Lasa-- ' "Sha11 we vote ,0 ratif-- or vote t0
reject me proposed ((institution. Mr.
ter." Moriarty Messenger.
whe has been president of
McMillen,
Mr. and Mrs. 0. A. Arpin of Trinithe New Mexico liar Association,
dad, Colo., are in the city and are at
the Claire. Mr. Arpin travels for a heartily favors the approval of the
constitution.
machine concern.

BISHOP.)

Don't Overlook New Year at the

i

y

,

Your Patronage Solicited
.V B. LAUGHLIN,

From Page One.)

then made a vi
Judge and Mrs. K. R. Wri;ht have L. Griffin and
returned to Alamogordo.
dressed the met
P. J. Wilson, a business man of ers present exp
favor of the con
San Francisco, is at. the Claire.
T. Casaus ot Albuquerque? is reg- three refusing
in favor upon a
istered at the Coronado hotel.
taken. The sem
W. C. Strickland, a well known paEddy county is
per salesman of St. Louis, is at the
adoption of the

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking
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comparatively recent date in most j the country. One of these companies
district to
states. "In most of the antebellum
and exhibit a
BANKS
&
owns a controlling interest in
Minn.,
Latest Rludel MRancr" bicycle furnished bf us. Our agents everywhere axe
lample
restate banking laws reserves were
amA ArirtJ jtfff at ante.
Writ
fuH
f.i;I.
miVitur
tstriimlirt
mnnpv
itr
in
more than 50 banks
Minnesota,
AS
1
MIlMI-RF.nillKKtlnnril von rwiv mf innm v rtf vrtur hi ml. We shlD
to anyone, anywhere in the U. S. without a cent deposit in advance, Prepay jretght, ar.d
quired only against note issue. I'ntil Iowa Wisconsin, and the Dakotas.
OAVS FKKK TKIA1. during wluch time you may ride the bicycle and
TKN
allow
1SS7 a reserve was required for
not wiah to
put it to any test you wish. If you are theu not perfectly satisfied or do
Legislation should be had to discour-bankkeep the Dicyae snip u oacx 10 us at our expense and you ivut not oeis cm one cent, maVe
in only three states, and in .,se tnj8 evjj jn every proper
We furnish the highest grade bicycles it
possible to
FftftTADV DDIPrt
above actual factory cost. You save $10
rAwlUnl rillWLa at one small proiit
were nf.rthe required reserves
to $ 25 middlemen's profits by buying direct of us and have the manufacturer s guarsmall." At present a reserve of from
HOT HUH a bicycle or a pair oi tires from anyone
antee behind your bicycle.
shows that state banks
Analysis
at any prict until you receive our catalogues and learn our unheard of factory
Exhaustive Report on Subject 10 to 25 per cent of deposits (either have
prices and remarkable special offers to rider agent.
partially supplanted both
1
nr
ex-flCTAVICUm when you Teceive out beautiful catalogue and
MEXICO.
NEW
RATON'
or
all
in
is
OFFICES
banks
GENERAL
vate banks and the national
required
total)
AilUrtluPtJ
Mudy our superb models at the wonderfully
btmike
by National Monetary
ran
"1
we
Imv
you this year. We sell the highest grade bicycles for less money
n
prtces
cept 10 states. This reserve
with small capital,
We r Mti filied with 8100 nrnfir almve fartorv CO&t.
tfirv.
i.,ir ntlmr
Commission
not be entirely cash in bank, but mayj
you can sell our bicycles under your own name plate at
5kft IJICYcLk( DKAM'KS,
end l"p)
f0nowing reasons are given for
In rllt'i't Si pt. ut lalO
Ki'nil Down
receiVCQ.
rtnr nnm!
)rriert tl Lfl l ie
be part bank balance or. in some tlie growth of state banks at the exIIKVCLKS. We do not reeularlv handle second hand bicycles, but
ui. rii it
12
Y
on hand taken in trad? by our Chicago retail stores. These we clear out
1H
1
STA'l
a).
a
number
have
lilv
The
cuses,
'
securities. "In
(1)
bargain lists mailed free.
pense of private banks:
iromMtly at prices ranging from US to ftH or tplO. Descripiive and
TtiE GROWTH IS PHENOMENAL nectieut,specified
rnains
wliecls, importou roiur
pedal, parts, repairs and
p in
inoRVCe Binslo
Florida, and Pennsylvania chief reason for the partial supplant-'hi- 4 00
of all kinds at half the usual retail prices.
0
l.v bew Moine.-.- . N. M
equipment
and
3
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reserve
small
bank
consist
the
4
partly,
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may
by
ing 0f the private
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form
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organization
evidence
corporate
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by Financial jlnstitutions of
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economic tendency of funds ing greater security to the depositor
1 55
- V. M
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the
the Country.
to concentrate.
:7i regular retail price of tlieu tires is
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30
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Only Rhode Island and consequently in increasing
n. m. ...
sJ Arr A,i. but to inlrtxiuce we will
credit of the hank. (2) The growth
and Connecticut have reserve pre
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much
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.Washington, Jan. 13. In an
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or Glass will not
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growth of banking
last year.
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pairs soldnow
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2
way as to centralize reserves.
legislation relating to private banks,"
3 3S
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in
thousand
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pairs
Overtv.n
state bank3 and trust companies sequent?-- , an interesting comparison such as the forbidding of the use of
8 20 ....
I'olfax
4
PTION: Made in all sizes. Itislively
8 02
vmxoso
4
sine: national banks entered the field may be made. "The total resources1 a corporate name or the name bank
audea- vi i;.ing.veryduiahleand lined insidewnh
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.w,
mhW wliirh never becomi
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in 1SG4, I'rof. George E. Barnett,
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of the state banks and trust compsstiby nonineorporated institutions,
Notice the thick rubber tread
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Nftsh
satisfrom
letters
u;.i,aBi.,iJwUnf
'A'" and puncture strips "I!"
John Hopkins University, in a vol- ies are somewhat less than the Mial: "In 1S7T the number of state banks
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Hnrlnn...
pumped
and " 1," alHO rim .trip "II"
ficu Vomarsstatingthatlheirtiresliaveonlybeen
6 00
t'te 1'iiik, N. M...I.V
ume just published by the National resources of the national banks: hut with a capital of $50,000 and over
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u
to
prevent rim euttln. Thin
jemee
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p
p in
..,.,. ,.,ir thr,ntiirerc.sistinifau.-ilitiesbeinEeivetire will outlait any other
Momentary commission declares that on September 1, 1909, the net ill pos-- was tJ3t and the number of national
make
SOFT, U.ASTIO and
bv Fevcral layers of thin, specially prepared fabric on the
tor
o
ri.r,iarT,r;-eifthL-stires isJ4.wperpair.but
KLU1.NU.
he has been unable to find that the iis of New York national banks
hanks was 2.080. In 1909 the
Vi'.'l :. !'. A S. W. Ry. train both North'.ftnirsoutb,;
11)011 !). ts Hi- lVllf.11
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a.lveiti r.'KPiirposeswearemakinsraspecialiactorypriceto
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received.
state
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same
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letter
N.i
same
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Preston
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rate
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among
of
classes
mei'ts trains
banks and trust companies wasjbers
ah Arla.li
the
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Stat!'1 for V;ii.
UXZZ W., K, -- ' .ititll von liateexamined and found them strictly as represented.
X.
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f.)r "lliz iU mlit v.vii, N. M., Sit 9:00 ".i. m, daily except any higher than that among national $:!?.4,(W0,000, while the net di'p.isifs and 4,77:.. respectively."
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Star
4.05
the
per pair) tf you
cent
price
of
WrWl allow a cash discount
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tal of $50,000, while the great major- Professor Barnett bases his asserSoi'th at 4.38 a. pi
tion on an examination of the statisTrust comnanies are in general, re- ity of national banks have a capital
M. WILLIAMS,
He believes. (piired to keep the same reserves as of $30,000 or more. The reasons why
VAN HOUTEN,
E. G. DEDMAN,
tics of 1X92 to 1909.
Taut vou to send us a trial order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M..
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Error
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No.
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For hearing January 24th.
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GETTING OUR GOAT.

AN

lK)ELICATE REMARK.

'ACE

M.

mmmm

CROWN

MORAN AFTERS LIGHTWEIGHT

i

"One cannot be too careful In his
remarks on some occasions," said a
vrtmip rlrcrvTnn.n. in SDealunz OI a
tour of inspection which he, in com-- '
pany with certain older divines, made
of a certain penal institution.
"The leader of our expedition, a
good man, was so Impressed by
truly
We took their prognostication
he learned from the story of
what
For the weather yester morning.
one young man, imprisoned for bur
And the clouds that drizzled on us
We Just looked up with scorning!
glary, that he felt that he siioum
"Clear and cool" the paper told us.
offer him some encouragement, of
And we knew It could not fizzle,
what kind he hardly knew. Bo, after
Though the day seemed very much Uke
many 'hem' and 'haws' he dalivered
Just a warm and sloppy drizzle.
himself of the following:
"'Ah, my friend, we must not lose
Their Relationship.
sight of the fact that we are here toThe stork which had been hovering day and gone tomorrow.'
about the neighborhood for some time
"You may be, Bir,' rejoined the
had delivered the goods and depart'but I ain't.' -- Harper'
burglar,
ed, and Marjorie and Jessamine were Magazine.
calling on the new arrival.
"Well; little girls," 'said the baby's
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY,
grandfather, "everyone who calls on
the baby this week has to be some
relation to It; cousins or aunts or
uncles, or something; what relation
are you going to be?"
"I think we'll be uncles," replied
Marjorie, "mamma is bothered half
to death with ants."

We are yielding up our laurels.
Giving them up altogether.
They're swiped from us by the people
Who prognosticate the weather;
When they tell you: "Clear and colder,"
Does the mercury get droppy
And the sky above get cloudless?
Hardly! It gets warm and sloppy!

!

!

i

r '

wot's-ls-name-

think!"

"'Adn't

"Gee, Bill, let's buy this watering
trough and open up a swimming

!

you

eard, then?"

school."

"I did 'ear someflnk, but no details,
not afore now." Punch.
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YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.

The Details.
"Do you recollec' old
"Im with the collar?"
"Ay!"
"Wot abaht 'im?'
" 'E 'ad to go down
(Jerk of the
ihead), you know they giv" 'Im wot
you call it didn't art git It, I don't
"Reely!"
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BUY.

It Didn't Pay.
"Does advertising pay?" they asked.
One answer was surprising:
"Not on your life T got my wife
By steady advertising."

Commendable Care.
Uncle Ezra How's your daughter
doing In busines college?
Uncle Eben Fine. She can't spell
His Specialty.
very good, and she ain't very fast on
"This is a pretty bad report card,"
the typewriter, but I tell you she's
keerful. When she gets through wri- said the father of the young hopeful,
ting a letter on that machine every as he looked over the teacher's figures.
"You seem to be 'poor' in pretty much
"1" is dotted and every "t" Is crossed!
Puck.
everything."
"That's 'cause teacher only puts
down th' studies I ain't good in. I
Practical Experience.
ought to have 'excellent' in one thing."
in"It's the little things that tell in this
"And what's that?" hopefully
Mfe."
quired the father.
"Yes; I've found that out I've a
'Flghtin'. I can lick any boy in th'
mall brother, too!"
class!"

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.
THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO

'

lw,

I

'X
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I

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

if

i

,

ments in its local papers.

It is a BUSINESS

MAXIM

universally accepted that

ad-

vertising pays. That is, if it is done right.

.

WEDNESDAY.

Food Combine.
"Oh, John," exclaimed Mrs. Bayslde,
laying down the paper, "isn't it just
loveljf! You remember that young
couple who were upset off here last
Bummer In their, sailboat? Well, they
fell In love and got married. And
they're so well to do do, too. Her
father is a rich packer and his father
Is a prosperous farmer."
"Oh," sniffed the summer hotelkeep-sr- ,
"a sort of corned beef and cabbage
oombination, eh?"
A

A Confused Situation.
"Who gave the real offense in this
affair of honor?" asked one Parisian

A

I
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duelist
"It's hard to decide," replied the
other. "The duke undoubtedly Insulted me, but he insists that for a person
In my position to resent anything he
says Is an unpardonable lmperti- -
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aence."
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Not Wanted.
Although he's always finding fault.
Some day he'll learn
That no one offers a reward
For its return.

Says a poky paragrapher
In a penny morning sheet:
"We would save a pot of money
If we didn't have to eat"

Breaking It Gently.
"Did she tell you I was a rare char-

acter?"

"Not In those exact words, but that
was probably the meaning she sought
to convey."
"What, exactly, did she say?"
"She said your ways were rather
raw."
An Electrical 8 lava.
habit
Wlrlams The
will be the ruination of Touchier
mind. Do you know what be did the
other day?
Battlers No.
Wlrlams Pushed the button on hi
coat and kicked because his valet
failed to respond.
push-butto-

'

n

Life's Varied Interests.
"The weather's rather bad. Isn't It?"
aid the young woman.
"Yes," replied the nonchalant youth.
"Lucky thing it Is. Helps conversa-tloIt would be a deadly bore to go
on forever saying 'It's a pleasantj

Owen Moran, English Champion.
A tribute to Battling Nelson, a defl
to Ad Wolgast and a few words to the
wise were the sum and substance of
the visit of Owen Moran in Chicago
the oilier day. The clever Briton, the
man who scored the first and only
e
durreal knockout over the
able Dane, tarried between trains en
route for New York and fresh from
his decisive triumphs on the coast.
Despite his sudden leap to fame and
fortune, Moran lacked the supreme
confidence which usually follows in
the wake of unlooked-fo- r
victories.
Moran had nothing but praise for
Nelson and cited a case to show the
Indomitable courage of the veteran
lightweight.
During the fight, when
Nelson began to weaken,
Moran
claims he saw the final downfall of
the Battler, and in the eleventh round,
when the Dane was on his knees more
than half the time, Moran implored
him to quit, but the former champion
came back for more.
"He would not stay down," said
Moran in his own inimitable way,
"and Just before the count I merely
pushed him over. It was not even a
weak punch, but his strength was
one-tim-

Club officials secured

the building

the other day and Immediately President Sheridan of the C.
A. C.
MelMatt
McGrath,
Martin Sheridan,
left for New York, where he will
That's a fact beyond disputing,
vin Sheppard, Flanagan and Othmake arrangements to have bis brothAnd it's evident, no less
ers at Windy City.
That our wads would be much fatter
er Martin and the other point winners
If we didn't have to dress.
of the east enter the first indoor meet
Chicagoans will have an opportunity
Furthermore, by the same token.
Matt Mc- to be held by this club in Chicago.
see Martin Sheridan,
to
It Is plain to any gawk
Among the entrants also are the
Grath, Melvin Sheppard, Flanagan and
We'd be In a lot on footwear
other athletes of New York and many best athletics of the west and the
If we didn't have to walk.
south. It has been the object of the
A. C. to build up an athletic team
Then again we'd do more labor
And some extra shekels reap,
that can successfully compete with
Also save on beds and bedding,
the men of Manhattan.
If we didn't have to sleep.
Many good men from the south and
west have entered. St Louis and New
Summing up, to this conclusion
Free Indorsement you will give:
Orleans are expected to send their
That vast wealth would line our pockets
best athletes for the competition. In
If we didn't have to live.
New Orleans the cause of athletics
was given a big boost by the chamFORCE OF HABIT.
pionships of the A. A. U. recently held
1
The committee expects sev
there.
eral of these southern athletes to appear as the southerners remember
that the Chicago athletes that competed there practically "made" ttii
I.--

I.--

il .Spit

meet.
The manner in which the Irih
Americans among the leaders being
A. J. Sheridan, John T. Cahill anil
J. J. Mahoney, have assumed contiol
of athhletics the last season has doms
a great deal to boom the cause in the
middle west

Always Busy.
"And you are really settlement
rworkers?" Interrogated the housewife
iM she handed each of the wanderers
a wedge of pie.
"Yes, mum," responded the dusty
spokesman, with, a low bow, "we work
very settlement we come to."

Head wear.
"Your crown is In Jeopardy,"
the prime minister.
"I know it," replied the petty
"People nowadays don't seem to
,any more respect for a crown
ithey have for a last year's straw

title-holde-

NOTED ATHLETES AT CHICAGO

day.'"

Insomnia.
try to put yourself to sleep
by counting imaginary sheep jumping
over a fencer'
"Yes. But sheep reminded me of
wool, and it kept me awake thinking
about the tariff."

j

gone and he lay there nn the mat face
down with his fighting spirit finally
broken."
Moran gives a good part of the glory
of his victory to his trainer, Jeff Perry-, who vies with Billy Delaney for
successive victories.
Perry's latest
score was in Moran'a corner during
the Nelson engagement, and he claims
his next will be when he is advising
the little Englishman when WolgaBt la
the other man. Perry trained Nelson
for both fights when he whipped Gans
and broke the fighting spirit of the
now deceased old master.
He then
went to Wolgast and was In the corner of the Michigan wildcat when NeV
son received his defeat at Point Richmond last Febraury.
Moran Is now looking longingly
toward the lightweight crown, and until the opportunity to grasp it arrives
he will shy clear of the fight game.
A battle with Wolgast is the only
thing that Moran will consider now,
and he will camp on the trail of the
r
until his wants are granted. Time can raise no harriers to the
aspirations of the clever boxer, and if
necessary he will wait a year until
the champion's arm heals.

n.

"DM you

Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carPEOPLE

READ

ADVERTISEMENTS.

load lots.
YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the
right goods at the right price.
MERCHANT is noted by the
THE
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it.
THE advertising KATES in the "New Mexican" are:
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.
NON-PROGRESSI-
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Highlanders at Richmond.
The New York Highlanders will do
Martin Sheridan.
their training in Richmond, Va., nejrt
famouB athletes of the country at the season, It is said. The Highlanders
will play three games early In April In
big Indoor meet of the Chicago
Athletic club to be held Jan- Cincinnati with the Reds, under the
uary 14 at the Seventh regiment ar- watchful eye of the chairman of the
mory.
supreme court of baseball.

Superstitious.
Munhall How did It happen tliat
king. one of the shipwrecked sailors starved
have to death after the barrel of pork had
than been found?
hat"
CarsonThe other sailors wouldn't
let him eat
An Exception.
Munhall Why?
The landlord of a village tavern
Fame.
Carson He would have made the stood at his .door fondly gazing at his
"Why seek for fame, ambitious youth?
thirteenth at the table.
The world too often forgets the wlee."
nawly put up sign of the Golden Lamb,
He answered, "I do so, In sooth,
which specimen of soology swung
Because it pays to advertise."
lazily over his door.
Why They Were Good.
"Good morning, friend James," said
men
In
The
hose
company
that
Name.
The Maglo of
from the Tenth ward seem to be death a passing rustlo; "what be you thinking
Ul," said Kit, "you're tryin' to on fires," I remarked to the superin of?"
take my feller away from me; ril get tendent
"I was thinking," said the host, "as
of the fire department as
even with you, miss I"
how the Iamb is a picture of
watched
the
the
brave
boys
fighting
"I B'pose you'll tell Im some He flames.
about me, Kit Skimmerhorn!" snapped
"Yes, friend James; but that one of
xes, ne said, "they were all re- the other.
yours is a picture of gilt!"
oruited from a lot of
"I'll do more"n that, Lil Ooovlus!
house janitors."
JH tel .IjauraJeaa. I4bbez.on rout"
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exican goes into the
Santa Fe and it reaches

every pes! office in

Bubbling Water Sets New Mark.
Bubbling Water, In winning the
Sombrero handicap at Oakland, Cal.,
established a new world's record for
a mile and seventy yards, running the
The previous
distance In 1 42
was held by Kings
mark of 1:42
Daughter, Gania, Ida May and Tony
Bonero, the first two over the Fort
Erie track and the latter two at
Bubbling Water carried 121
pounds and after suffering Interference beat Chester Krum a head.

prize-fight-
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The
(Just regaining con
sciousness after being hit by an auto
mobile) I was knocked out all right,
all right, but I'd like to have a return
match.
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I'm Betting tired of gloomy days
Without a gleam of sun;
Oppressive tints of browns and grays,
And roses sweet not one!
Td like to hear the birdies sing.
Just as they used to do.
When frolic airs come o'er the hills
And all the skies were blue;
And every field was daisy-starre- d
And every hedge aglow
With silver drops of morning dew
And violets In a row.

In vain has tolling fanoy wrought
A Hina where all
fair Outdoors a drear landscape lies,
1
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Ashburn, a gallant sailor and patriot, however, the grand jury concluded
The New Mexican Prtntang comwho, together with his brother-in-law- ,
evidence was such as not to war- pany has prepared civil and criminal
the
Captain Donaldson, was captured by
dockets
for the use of Jusa British vessel and carried to Lon- rant a true bill. Paxson is said to tices of especially
WaaKraBMfli
the peace. They are especialdon. They were confined in Mill pris have carried on his operations in varly ruled, with printed headings, in
on in that city with other American ious parts of the country and is al- either
Spanish or English, made of
Jan.
Colo.,
Denver,
patriots. Although rebels, they had leged when he was arrested that he good record paper, 6trongly and durRegister-Tribune- .
The lorecast is fair in south
the
of many London peo was on the eve of marrying a young ably bound, with leather back and
Wren you are Hungry Between pie. sympathy
N portion, rain or snow in north
One humble admirer and friend woman in Laredo, Texas. Investiga covers and canvas aides, hall full
than
meals
more
acceptable
nothing
X petition tonight or Saturday.
was the baker, who furnished bread tion, however, failed to justify action Index In front
zai the fees of justices
some of the many kinds of wafers F. to
the prisoners. Whenever news on the charge.
of the peace and constables printed
his
at
has
Andrews
received
Sherwin-Williamjust
You Will Find
favorable to the Colonies was receiv- in full on the first page. The pages
cash store. Afternoon tea calls for ed he
Furniture Polish at GOKBKLS.
informed the prisoners through MAN HAS APPENDIX
10
are
inches. These books are
is
some
of
these
there
and.
in
fact,
All Subjects good ones at the Elks',
ot paper concealed in their
REMOVED IN 14 MINUTES. made up in civi.' and criminal dockets,
use for sweets of this !;ind scraps
always
this
Don't
miss
loaves
change.
of bread. The prison officials
tonight.
separate of 32 pages each, or with
See It at the Elks' Tonight Spoono in the home. Head the ad.
both civil and criminal bound in one
suspected that someone was giving Santa Fe Has Some
Well
as
Word
to
in
Surgical
Clancy
League.
Play
Sam and Cowboy and Bachelor Girls.
information from across the sea, but
book, 80 pases civdl and 320 pages
' Prehistoric" Wonders to
as
been
received
Albert
lias
Clancy they failed to
that
A big laugh from start to finish.
criminal. To introduce them they are
detect
unthe
offender
About.
Talk
Las Vegas Boys Arrested
Deputy of this city, who had been playing til the news of the surrender of
offered at the following prices
Sheriff Enrique Sena at Las Vegas with El Paso, and was by them sold Cornwallis reached London.
The
$2.75
low.i surgeon this week made an Civil or Criminal
A
St.
ro
to
sold
been
has
Shreveport
arrested several boys on the charge
captive Americans learned of the vic- incisio.: : an inch in width and re- Combined Civil and Crimin.-.- l .. 4.00
of robbing the saloon of Juan Silva. Louis. Clancy is said never to have tory before the hews
reached the out- moved a nan's appendix performing
For 45 cents additional for a singls
Four Hours Late. The Denver anil reported at Shreveport, but is expect- skirts of the city, a
rigid investiga the en' re operation in just 14 min- docket, or 55 cents additional for a
Kio Grande train was four hours lale ed to travel into big league co.npi-ition resulted in the detection of the
utes. Of ourse, the ethics of the pro- combination docket, they will be sent
today, held back by the stormy from the Pass City club.
friendly baker and he was" hanged as fession !o not
permit telling names by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
a traitor.
Oberammergau Pictures The
weather, it is assumed.
order. State
U
but
on good authority full must accompany
it
asserted
seen
Passion Play will be
Antonio Manzanares DeadAntonio
Our patriots, overjoyed at the news that tt.:
took place at the plainly whether English or Spanish
iteration
the
at
Presbyteby
Mam.anares aged 15, the son of Sislo
pictures tonight
of the
CornXvallis
surrender
of
Sanitai ;,.', here and that the patient printed heading is wanted.
in gins
Manzanares, died yesterday after a rian church. The exhibition
gave vent to their feelings in repeat- was lyinH on his side and smoking a
brief illness.
The funeral will take at 7:.:'.') o'clock.
ed cheers; the jailers
thought that cigarette within FOUR HOURS after Foley's Kianey Remedy An
place tomorrow morning.
Albuquerque Gets Busy on Army, their prisoners had all gone mad. All he came out of ether. This is really
Commer-Mioraof
the
The
Used Woman
directors
Roughly Quiteria Post
too,i part in this rejoicing but Captain a woncer ul achievement and shows
L. McConnell, Catherine St., Elmi- at Las Vegas, charged Daniel cial club of Albuquerque have
Ashburn, who sat quietly in his chair. that bi n la Fe has surgical skill that ra, N. Y., writes: "I wish to
express
with using her roughly and;eu to take up the matter of an army The others were
at this and Denver ;.nd the great cities cannot my appreciation of the great good
had him arrested so that he might be, post on the mesa near that city and spoke to him, butsurprised
he made no reply. surpass. And the question naturally I derived from
Foley's Kidney Reme-ariaeplaced under peace bond.
appointed G. L. .Brooks, U. X. Mar- They spoke to him again, but he nev"Why leave Santa Fe to have dy, which I used for a bad case of
coinmit-tha
D.
A. MacPherson
This May Appear to You, so be on ron and
er moved nor showed anv
and an operation performed that can be kidney trouble. Five bottles did the
safe side and see the result "Her tee to look into the present sta'us of an examination revealed the sign
fact that had here just as safely and. at a work most effectively and proved to
First Husband's Return" will explain the proposition.
General
Thomas, he was dead. Joy had killed him! much less cost?"
me beyond doubt it is the most re- all. It's at the Elks' tonight.
head, of this military department rec- - After the war a sad party returned to
liable kidney medicine I have ever
of
the
ommended
the establishment,
Licenses The following
Wedding
Philadelphia and a melancholy duty
Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
itaken."
CAUSES
CAT
$10,0000
t
at Albuquerque in his last
devolved upon Captain Donaldson, but
wedding licenses were issued by
FIRE AT CHILILI.
Clerk Sandoval: Estanislado Mar- - port. He also gave it as his opinion he was unequal to the task, and asked
tinez and Anastacio Vigil, of San
in an interview several months ago. John Claypoole to inform
Betsy Ross
defonso; Estanislado Gonzales and Vi that Congress would probably act fa- of her second bereavement, ?in the Upsets Lamp While Family of A.
To Our Customers
funear
Salas Was Attending a Dance
centita Garcia of Chimayo.
vorably on the matter in the
death of her second husband. It is
But Little Insurance.
Announcements
Cards ture.
evident that he used 'both tact and
Wedding
have been issued announcing the wedsympathy in fulfilling this sad duty,
and Other Friends
Fire at Chilili, Bernalillo county, 12
ding of Miss Celestina Martinez and
as later she became the wife of this
BOY SCOUTS AND THE FLAli.
Tuesfederico A. Salazar at Santa Cruz.
miles southeast of Moriarity,
same John Claypoole, ' and
together
Monday, January 16, and of Miss
Continued from Page One.
they carried on the business of mak- day night destroyed th store of A.
Sarita "Vigil and Enrique Montoya at
ing flags for the United States gov- Salas. Mr. Salas and family had
the Catholic church at. San ridefonso, that you have not heard before. This ernment until 1826.
gone to a dance at a neighbor's and
WE TAKE THIS OPPOR'
Monday, January 2?,.
shoo is a quaint little building, two
There was no change in the Hag left the lamp burning. A cat was left
Held for Deadly Assault.
tablet first made until
Jesus stories and a garret, it has
in the house and it is surmised that
TUNITY
to thank you for the
when
May
be- - '
Romero, Luis Barela and Raymundo0n the house near the door, stating two extra stars were 1st, 1795,
added for the the fire was started by the lamp
Romero were held in $1,000 bond for that the first American (lag was made states of Vermont
business
that you have favorand Kentucky ing turned over by the cat. The loss
the grand jury at Las Vegas on the at that place. John Ross, her first which had come
carHe
Salas
Mr.
to
is
heavy.
quite
into the Union. After
ed us with this year or for
charge of deadly assault on Sunday husband, was the son of an Episcopal this there was no further
of goods and
un- ried a $10,000 stock
evening on a young woman named clergyman, and a nephew of Col. til ISIS when provision waschange
was
His
saved.
kind words, words of recommade for practically nothing
Conferina Caballero and on Aurelio Ross of the Flag Committee. He was. ttie addition of a star
for each state residence at the rear of the store was
Roibal.
of
gun pow- u:lii..h tV.....,.. rf Miuuiuu come .
killed by an explosion
mendation that you may have
He carried a small
luracniia
into tne also burned.
Why Mot in Santa Fe? "A few days der while guarding military stores on Union, but the thirteen
o insurance.
were'amount;
stripes
ago it was called to the attention of the wharf, and Betsy continued the to remain
spoken concerning us. We
unchanged forever.
the police that some women were con- business of upholstery that they toHave
ever
you
should like to write each one
thought that the skv TAKING THE EXAMINATION
ducting a disorderly place. They were gether had established in the Arch
FOR TEACHER'S CERTIFICATES
notified that they must be out of. pre- street store. Her maiden name was of day gives its crimson' and white,!
of you personally but our
cinct 20 with no delay. They went. Elizabeth Griscom. The Friends or and the sky of night its stars and!
to
its
Education-oblue,
the
is
this,
Invited to Attend
grandest banner Public
The police are malting an effort to Quakers, disowned her from their sohost of friends is so large
the face of the earth?
al Meeting at High School
clean up all places of this character ciety because she married an EpiscoIn our own land from the Atlantic
Tomorrow.
ihat it is impractical.
and keep them closed." Las Vesras palian, and attended'Cbrist Church in to
the Pacific, as well as in isles of! The following teachers are taking
Daily Optic.
Philadelphia with him. She occupied the sea in both of those oceans,! the examination
at the High School
Wedding at Palma Hiss Joseflta a seat in a pew next to that of Gen- homes have been desolated
for teachers' certificatces which is in
for
it.!
has
been
tablet
A
Abeyta and Frank Clibson were unit eral Washington.
her.rtS have been broken for it. sleeves progress today in every county of the
ed in wedlock at the home of the placed on a pillar near by and a nag Uiave been
for it, graves have) Territory, County
SchooL Superin- May
bride's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jesus is draped over the pew that she oc uen nueu emptied
ror it.; tnousands have died tendent John V. Conway being in
husof
her
After
the
death
at
Abeyta
Palma, Torrance county. cupied.
You
Year
for it, and millions are willing to die charge of the examination here: Miss
After the wedding ceremony guests band this young widow heroically for it.
first
Estelie
for
Bergere,
applicant
on
in
business
to the number of 150 repaired to the determined to continue
of
To you, young men. T enini.it ihi erade certificate: Miss Flossie San- new home of the couple, Plaza Vieja, her own account, although her father
Danner.
ever
Miss
Mrs.
Louise
remind
it
of
May
ford,
Dockweiler,
you
where a reception was held and an and mother and family urged her to
devotion and lead you in the Eleanor Almeada, Jose Ortiz y Baca,
elaborate wedding supper was served. return to their home. She had by patriotic
of
integrity and honor; and may Ramon R. Quintana, Gandido Ortiz,
It's Quite the Fad. The infant of this time attracted the attention of path
U never be sullied
while in your Sixto Oarcia, Jose E. Gomez and E.
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Hopkins, six Hon. George Ross, her late husband's hands.
Murray .'(.r third grade certificate. The
uncle, with whom she became quite a
weeks old, was operated upon at
examii i.Jon began promptly at 9 a.
WashGeneral
when
so
that
favorite,
for appendicitis.
The child
m. and will continue until tomorrow
PROMINENT
MEXICAN
REBEL
a
that
sample flag
recovered from the effects of the an- ington' suggested
Yours Very Truly.
KILLED
no
IN
was
at
BATTLE. evening.
aesthetic and is reported as doing should he made, Mr. Ross
Tomorrow afternoon a public meetSan Antonio, Texas, Jan. 13 News
well. This is the first report in this loss as to whom they could get to do
ing of the teachers and school direcskillful with has been received
here that Praxides tors of Santa Fe county will' be
vicinity of such an operation on one the work. Beinghadvery
met
she
needle
her
previously
G. Guerrero, who a year or more ago held in the
so young. The baby's father, Mr.
high school auditorium.
General Washington as she had em- was in
Hopkins, is editor of the Tucumcari broidered
jail in this city charged with The meeting will begin at 2 p. m. and
his
bosoms
shirt
ruffles
for
Sun and is also city clerk.
violation of the neutrality laws, has a program of addresses on school and
to inbeen killed in a fight between federal medical subjects has been prepared.
From 37 to 47 Degrees That was and cuffs. He was very willing
widow
the
attractive
terview
young
ana rebel troops at Janos, state of The public is urged to attend the
the range in temperature yesterday
called
on
this subject. They
together Chihuahua,
and the relative humidity was 93 per
Mexico.
The
charge meeting.
cent at 6 a. m.; 79 per cent at 6 p. m. with Robert Morris, at the little up- againBt Guerrero when he was imon
Arch
and
dwelling
shop
holstery
and 86 per cent was the average for
prisoned here was dismissed because FIRST SAN ANTONIO
the day. The lowest temperature dur street. She was asked if she could the Mexican government failed to
IN A BALLOON.
WOMAN
had
for
never
she
make
the
yet
flag,
ing ,iast night was 38 degrees and at made one. She
When
prosecute.
broke
trouble
out
13. Miss Minnie
Antonio.
San
Jan.
sweet
replied with
G o'clock
this morning it was 39 dein 'Chihuahua, he left his home in Los Clearly, 115 Maple street,, is the first
not
did
she
but
diffidence
that
know,
The precipitation for the 24
grees.
Washington Angeles, where he had located after San Antonio woman to ascend in a
hours ending at 6 a. m. was 0.16 of an would try. Thereupon
a hur- his troubles here, came to El Paso, balloon. Miss Cleary was one of a
a
with
small
paper
inch of rain. Yesterday was a cloudy produced
sketch thereon from his Texas, and from there crossed into party of four who took a trip into the
ried
pencil
with
day
light rain in the early mornpocket with the outline of a Hag with the disaffected territory. It is report-- clouds Sunday with Captain H. Jl.
ing and at night.
thirteen stripes and a field of blue ted that he was the leader of one of Honeywell of St. Louis who is here
Change of Program at the Elks'
the Mexican bands of marauders and with his big gas balloon. The party
with thirteen stars.
dotted
tonight. Her First Husband's Return;
Now Betsy had taken lessons in her that he was shot by federals after his ascended to the height of a mile, drift-Sam
and
Spooney
Cowboy and Bach- trade and had done some
very deli- command had been beaten and was eu eastward and came to land eight
elor Girls.
miles from the city.
Miss Cleary
cate work, so after studying the on the retr.-at-.
Saloons Lose at Tucumcari The drawing for some minutes she vengives a most graphic account of her
result of the election for justice of tured an objection that the stars as HIGH PRIVATE STACY A.
experience and sensations and deTHE PACE FOR 1911
the peace and constable in Tucum- drawn with
six points should have
PAXSON IS ACQUITTED. clares that she Is ready to make an- will surely be set
hy our livery stacari was Justice of the Peace E. E
ofwhen
other
the
trip
opportunity is
only five, as she said that she had
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 13. The
as
we
to let as good as
have
ble,
rigs
338
W.
vote;
H. Slaughter watched them in the sky and rememWinters,
fered. Since Captain Honeywell has
grand, jury failed to return an indictprivate ones. If you
S8; Pred White for constable, 334. bered how
one
to
woman
a
take
looked.
permitted
trip
they
Washington's ment
Stacy A. Paxson, ar- with him to cloudland he is besieged
Winters held the office last term and
ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
was that he knew that, hut he rested against
some time ago on the charge
a hot fight was made against his re reply
with applications, a number of these or you have an engagement where a
that a star with six points of
thought
having impersonated a United coming from the best known young carriage is necessary or proper, send
election by the saloons because of could be more easily made in cloth
States soldier and by so doing had women in the city.
some of his rulings in the past.
us word and we will see that you are
than one with five points. Then Betbenefited financially. It was also alwell cared for. We guarantee you'll
His Canine
Highness is ill Rico sy immediately responded that nothFor either acute or chronic kidney be pleased with our service and
Vaughn is seriously ill at his home ing was easier, if one only knew how, leged at the time of Paxson's arrest
on the Pecos. He has had to have and .she quickly folded a piece of that he had been married a number disorders, for annoying and nainful prices.
his paw amputated and his tempera- paper in the way she bad learned as of times, ignoring the legal formality j urinary --irregularities take Foley Kid j
ture is 104. Mrs. Vaughn is very one of the little arts of her trade, and of freeing himself of one wife before ney Pills. An honest and effective
4 RISING
much distressed. The illness was with one slip of her ready scissors he formed a legal alliance with an- medicine for kidney and bladder discaused hy a frozen toe and it is pre- displayed to the astonished eyes of other. After investigating this case, orders. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
310 San Francisco St 'Phone 139
dicted
that should he die, Mrs. the august committee a true, sym(From Biennial Report of Territorial Engineer.)
Vaughn's golden hair will turn sil- metrical five pointed star. The devery gray. The dog' has been in his sign was then redrawn at her suggessnug warm bed with a white spread, tion and she was left to make a sam
his head upon a pillow for over two ple flag according to her own ideas
weeks. The room is kept at an even of proportion and arrangement of the
temperature and all that veterinary stars. In a remarkably short time
skill can do is being done. Such are she had completed it, and it was ac
the heartrending tidings that come cepted by the committee.
She was
from the upper Pecos and which will soon authorized to procure all the
interest the many who have met bunting she could obtain in Philadelj Rico.
phia for flags for the use of congress.
Before his departure her uncle laid
j
Boy Scouts at Roswell. "The new-lScouts
met
'1
Boy
in
organized
the down a note of large denomination
Baptist church building last evening, for the purchase. Thus started her
was
con'jf.Sv
Most of the charter members were flag making business
there and took in a new member. tinued for a period of fifty years.
was attractive as well as young
:hXmmh.!h
They also arranged for a physical Betsy
year she
test Saturday afternoon. They will and in her twenty-fourt- h
Scene on Hand Ranch in San Miguel County.
meet at the church and start-- , from was courted and married by Captain
a point near the edge of town, turn
some good runners of their bunch
;
sf
loose and make a three mile run if
Shortly
necessary to catch hi.
after the organization becomes more
thoroughly effected the young scouts
are going to invite any who wants to
join and can fill the required physical requirements to do so. Kosvvell
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s

Just
Nabisco,

Received

English Biscuits.

Arrow Root,

Chocolate, Vanilla and
Perfecto. Ptiilophena, Tom
London Biscuit, Chocolate
Thins, Cheese Sandwiches

Wafers

Lemon

and Suguar

Wafers.

San, Yum Yum, Pan

Marie, Tan

,

Rich-tea-

Clover

Wafers,

Pan,

Leaf,

Yeronique
Thumb, Vienna Sujrar Jingers, Chocolate
Hydro. Afternoon Tea. Butter and Water
and Sliv.

Try a Box of Assorted Sugar Wafers.

F. Andrews

Phone No. I.

(

Phone No.

4.

Sensational Reductions

decid-Royb-

AT A

o

:

Grand Clearance Sale

:

e

Our Entire Stock of

Of

Cloaks, Suits and Mill mery

re-ut-

Dep-ipos-

1

For Your New Years Callers!
YOU WILL NEED ONE OF OUR HAND'
SOME CHAFING DISHES, A COFFEE
MACHINE, AND A TABLE KETTLE.
We have the Best line of these articles in
the Territory, not only the Best Articles,
but the most attractive in appearance.

n

j

the Coming

a
Bring
Full Measure
Health, Happiness
and Prosperity.

j

A JOY. A NECESSITY AND A
COMFORT THE YEAR ROUND

S. SPITZ,

Manufacturing Jeweler.
SATISFACTION

FIRST CLASS

ASSURED

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

muac service

Pofpiar1FpriceS

i

Prop

Boggles and Saddle Horses

THE BIG STORE

li. S. Kaune&Co.

j

May We Tailor You?

i

1

Good

Tailoring

has been the

ing of many a man.
A

man ahvavs suc

ceeds better
ways

mm

al-

more

gets

MM

(BET

mak-

4

.

of the things

he
..fj

goes after

when he

is

tailored,

well

than when he

is

carelessly dressed.

'liS.

jiff

to
Br

WHIMS

R4

j

j

j

Making Clothes is a Trade!
Good Tailoring is an Art!
Our sort

of

Tailoring wins and holds"the patronage

of the best dressers in this locality. We win by the
force of the merit of our work. Our cutter is an
Artist and our Tailors are the most skillful craftman
that money can employ. Withal, our prices are not
unreasonable, when we say - -- - -- - -- - -

$20.00, $25.00, $30.00 to $35.00
For Suits and Overcoats and
$5.00, $6.00, $7.00 or $8.00
For Trousers

Our Winter Woolens are
THE BEST ON EARTH.

Caa
Cnma
UHIIC OCC.

Nathan Salmon.
Taailor nd Clotheir.

y

--

i

imU

NEW MEXICO

CORPORATION
--

LAWS, RULES AND FORMS.
Published September, I9I0. All Laws on
: ll Classes of Corporations, on Banking,
Irrigation, Mining, Railroads, etc Complete Rules and Forms for Filing.
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935 Pages, $7.00
Write for Circular.

J C P.

KANEN,

ZJZJl

.

Santa Fe, N. M.

Reservoir

on Uracca

Ranch, Colfax County.
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